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ABSTRACT
The intention of this exercise is to investigate a specific area in the
growing field of urban design. while learning in the process. As urban
design is one of the practices trrat are directly affected by the pressures
resulting from the current fast changes in our environments, it will be
useful and fascinating to explore this dimension in the dtscourse. The
theme of the discourse is therefore to reflect on the different thoughts and
deal with the continual change in the Urban Environment that i~.resulting
from technological advancements.
Technology is generally discussed as the human mastery in perfecting
the tools by which humans attempt to control their environments.
Therefore the Urban Environment is presented to be the reflection of
human level of technological success. The thesis hence revises the
understanding of the Urban Environment. It emphasizes the fact that the
Urban Environment is a continually transfoiming entity, whereby urban
designers are expected to continually come to terms with the emerging
new lifestyles, due to changing technology and its irnpaots on the
structures of urban environments.
While sharing the view that respects the values of the past (that have
continued to shape human urban environments), this study advocates the
maintenance 01some sort of balance in design approaches, to also allow
the accommodation of new technological environments. The study
includes experimenting on reasonably bold but plausible design ideas. In
doing so the exercice hopes to provide a stage for discussions and
provoke innovative thinking by urban designers, that will be useful to the
discourse of urban design.
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CHAPTER 1:
INTRODUCTION
1.1.0 Background
This is an urban design study that focuses on the relationship between
technology and the Urban Environment. It attempts to investigate the
impact of technology on the form of the urban environment. The aim
being promoting good human environments, the different degrees of new
and old, unusual and conventional polarities created due to technological
changes are explored.
The study utilisas an argument that is based on the understanding that
technology is an unavoidable social force of change. Any attempt to avoid
technological environments would be against the general trend in the
development of society.
The Urban Environment is presented as a reflection of technological
achievement. It is only an expression of human success in controlling their
environments. Thus throughout history the Urban Envlrcnrnant has
undergone waves of stages of development parallel to technology.
Recently rapid deveiopments from service to knowledge based society
have demonstrated faster transformations In the shape of the Urban
Environment and life of people. /1,1 ready , before people have taken time to
adapt to the implications of the information age, a new wave Clfscience
based economy (BioSciences) is nearly upon us (Worthin(:Jtor.1995).
The factual implication of all of this is that change influenced by
technology in the urban environment is acoeleratlnq faster than ever,
leaving few time-space to adapt. Means of dealing with the resulting rapid
change will thus be the area of this study.
In so doing the discourse inittai!y intends to explore the nature of the
emerging urban life. Urban designers are required to understand and
come to terms with these realities in order to be able to moderate and
steer change in the appropriate direction. These urban realities may not
be those favoured by most of us. But if we are to direct our urban
destinies we need to understand the pressure, and then present a vls'on
for an alternative. The exercise does thus attempt to reviJw approaches of
responding to change for urban designers, in their endeavour to shape
tile Urban Environment.
The study will focus on the relatively advanced technological societies of
the world, as the impact of new technological change is first observed in
these areas in its intense form. The study does not thus claim to represent
the most primary concern of the greater proportion of urban environments
of the world's surface at present. Since the majority of the world's urban
population lives in less developed urban environments it would appear
that what is attempted as a focus in this study is not necessarily a priority
in urban design concern. However, it should be noted that the arguments
raised in the discourse are not only reHected in the leading cities of the
world. Therefore, wherever there is urbanisation a position taken
regarding this will continue to affect urban design decisions taken directly
or indirectly.
As a case study the exercise will explore a specific context in Midrand.
The intention will be to test the outcomes of the outlined discussions in a
fast growing, and thus changing city of South Africa, in providing an urban
design proposal. Midrand, as a South African city demonstrates both first
world and third world conditions (Bo,Jen 1991). Tile exercise in looking at
this area as a case study therefore highlights the topic under discussion
as not necessarily a developed-world-only concern. However, because of
the nature of the focus of the discourse, no further attempt is made to
reflect on the social, economic, political. and other aspects of the city.
(which are believed to be the other major direct components for Change)
1.2.0 Definition of key terms
It Is established that a clearer meaning should be attached to some of the
most important words and phrases used to describe the scope and the
content of the discourse. The following terms are defined in the discourse
as follows:
Technopolis:
Ingram refers to Kitto in "The Greeks" (1951) and notes that .....while the
Greek word po/is is often translated as city-state it actually meant much
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more than this and was in many Wf' Ie; a philosophy of life rather than the
physical entity of the city". The polis implies the sense of interaction with
other people and the direct participation in the administration of the urban
environment. The title of the discourse therefore combines technology and
polis to expressively denote the area of concern for the discussion.
Urban Environment:
In Brotchie et 3.1 (1985) urban form is used to refer to the pattern of
residential and non-residential urban activities and their interactions as
expressed by the built environment which accommodates them. The
definition of the urban environment as used in the discourse emphasises
the man-made element of urban form. The 'Urban Environment' is
preferred to the 'City' to avoid the classical understanding contained in
the' City'.
Rapid technological advancement:
Batty (1985, p50) refers to high technology as: "... electronics, computer,
medical based activity, or indeed any activity which is knowledge based
and capital intensive." The discourse utilises Batty's (1985) definition of
high technology as resulting in rapid technological advancements. Rapid
technological advancement is in addition used to imply the latest changes
in life as a result of these most recent technological inventions.
Design exoloration:
Expresses that part of the study, which makes it unique in that as it is
judged by the qualities oi the urban design process, and product.
1.3.0 The Controversy
MUmford expresses tr." ,1' estion that humanity at this stage is confronted
with, as: "... a question of whether man shall devote himself to the
development of his own deepest humanity, or whether he shall surrender
himself to the now almost automatic toter ~ :le himself has set in motion
and yield place to his dehumanised alter ego." (Mumford, 1961)
Because the Future is technologically determined, and is inevitable, many
people thus believe mat the future of our urban life is beyond the
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reasonable control of man. There is an inherent belief that there is very
little people can do except, to accept the facts and adjust to the new
realities.
On the other hand, many still share the belief that the future lies in our
hands. Therefore irrespective of Which direction forces of change are
pulling, the decision is for us to determine the nature of our urban life.
The study intends to entertain these two viewpoints and their implications
on the shaping of our environments. As a result two different urban design
thinl-,.ingsare expressed as stemming from the two different philosophies.
It is finally recognised that both provide design approaches that
contribute to the general shaping of the urban environment, in two
complemer.tary ways: providing Vision, and being practical to the day to
day level. (In the tradition of Alberti, and Brunelleschi).
1.4.0 Aim of the Discourse:
The aim of the discourse is to explore relevant theories and finally arrive at
sorno design principles. The theoretical investigation includes different
philosophical views regarding the direction of the Urban Environment and
change. The principles discussed will inform the urban design framework
that will be outlined in the case study later. In so doing an urban design
proposal will be developed for a specific site in Midrand. Finally, the aim
of the discourse ;',; to benefit from the exercise of researching in urban
design.
1.5.0 Presentation and Procedure
The presentation and procedure of the discourse is divided in to two
parts. The first part covers the theoretical investigations. The second part
utilises the outcomes of the discussions from the first part and attempts to
demonstrate an urban design exercise on the case study. A diagrammatic
explanation relating the components involved and procedure followed is
provided. (Fig 1 1)
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PART ONE: THEORETICAL INVESTIGATION
CHAPTER 2:
HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVESOF THE URBAN
ENVIRONMENT AND TECHNOLOGY
2.1.0 lntroduct'on
This section aims to provide a basis for the discussions to follow in the
next sections. It attempts to do so by outlining a larger historical
framework for an understanding of the human urban environment and
technology.
The origin, purpose and history of the Urban Environment need to be
understood in order to relate to the urban realities of todav. This will also
be useful for deciding which of the urban conditions we must protect and
which ones we must let go.
It will be seen that the cradle of civilisation and its course in history are
related to the ordering of human settlement. Hence technology as part of
the instrument and product of civilisation is covered in reasonable depth.
The impact of technology on the Urban Environment is highlighted,
leaving the mere direct consequences to later sections.
2.2.0 Origin and evolution of the Urban Environment
The history of Urban Environment goes more than five thousand years.
The Urban Environment was not born suddenly. Following the processes
and human achievements, it had undergone stages both in purpose and
structure to arrive at what we know as the City today.
It is all the history of man and his growth in shaping the earth and
civilization that one would need to see in trying to trace the urban
settlement and the shaping of the city. In the very beginnings and
probably always forms of lessons learnt in any part as man's
teohnoloqical achievements are passed to other parts of the landscape.
Hence Mumford (1991) writes. "... The domestication of plants and
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animals, the domestication of the natural landscape all went hand in
hand."
According to Mumford (1991, p 13): "Before the city there was the hamlet
and the shrine and the village, the camp, the cache, the cave, the cairn:
and before all of these there was a disposition to social life that man
plainly shares with many other animal species."
The one thing that has always remained true, in the development of
human settlements, is that humans have always found reason to establish
a fixed living place and hence a continuous settlement. From the time of
early humans when they organized their lives based on respect for the
dead, to the days of the agora; from the ordering based on specialized
market to the more complex structure of the city based on the trade
relations and sophisticated institutions there has always been a core role
that formed the urban settlement.
Humans inhabit in a concentrated manner originally for survival and
protection. Their survival includes socializing and production, and hence
meeting basic survival necessities. But the origin of a more complex
urban settlement like the City IS composite. The various schools of urban
origins are familiar, and they involve chicken-and-egg circumvolutions
(Kostof 1991). These mention the factors as: positive ecological base, a
site favorable to trade, a complex social organization, and political social
structure. One of the most crucial explanations includes that an advance
technology like large-scale irrigation works, metallurgy, animal husbandry
etc have contributed to the genesis of Urban Environments.
Therefore Cities began when there occurred a shift away from a simple,
self-satisfying village economy. Surplus production beyond the immediate
needs of the community made possible the emancipation of some people
from the toils of the land, and this created tho opportunity for specialized
tasks and the groups associated with them, namely, scribes, craftsmen,
priests. and warriors. Surplus production presumes irrigation, and efficient
irrigation systems presume a complex bureaucracy, and that means
Cities (Kostof 1991).
Cities have a purpose tc make sure that the protection, sustenance, and
continuation of II .elr creators are secured. Their downfall occurs when
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they fail to do so. As human interrelationships and their interaction gets
more complex tin even more complex forms of urban environments arise.
One of the most important duties of Urban Environment has always been
to ensure the survival and transmission of the civilization to the next
complex stage. As Mumford explains:
"From its origins onward, indeed the city maybe descrlhed as a structure
equipped to store and transmit the goods of civilization, sufficiently
condensed to afford the maximum amount of facilities in human space,
but also capable of structural enlargement to enable it to find a place for
changing needs the more complex forms of a growing society and its
cumulative social heritage". (Mumford, "1991)
As human functions in life get more complex it should be expected that
even newer and different forms of urban environments from what is known
to us today would occur. The one secret powe' that the city throughout
history has always possessed is the' Magnet'. Today, one may say it is
trade or technology or jobs that attract people to the city. Long before
materialism and the consumer age however, there has always existed this
Magnet that brought people together. People have an inherent or in built
desire to meet for spiritual stimulus, for intercourse and for gro",1n and
development. One could therefore correctly assume that the 'Germ' of the
city is in human interaction, which is expressed in meeting 'places'. How
that meeting takes ' place' takes different forms with different
technological developments. At some stage in the development of the
Urban Environment these social needs might be met in other ways.
Ingram illustrates on the '1lready immerging form of new world of
interaction: The Virtual City. This city .oes not have to adhere to the
physical constraints of the real world as most of us know today, while still
retaining the qualifications of the purposes of the Urban Environment.
In different stages therefore, different forms of urban environments will
continue to occur. The origin and stages of developments will remain
reflections of human technological developments.
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2.3.0 Technology in the Urban Environment
Anthropologists locate the existence of humans on earth as far back as
2.5 million years ago (Cipolla i980). As technology is merely the result of
increasing complexity of tools, the human technological adventure begins
when the early primitive man began producing and using tools.
All or most of the major transitions in the development of human history;
(like the Neolithic revolution where hunting and gathering gave way to
sedentary farming, FInd U,) industrial revolution where manufacturing
displaced agriculture as the dominant source of work) have been linked
primarily to technological change, whereby new materials, products,
processes and organizational processes have been substituted for old.
In order to briefly cover the deveiopment of technological achievements
based on their traces in history it is important to see the following two
broad stages: Pre-Industrial and Industrial Periods.
Pre-industrial
Innovations in technology have always contributed in bringing about
major reforms in society and its settlements. The Agricultural and Neolithic
Revolutions were two of the most important shifts that changed the face
of settlements forever during the Pre- industrial times. These shifts have
been followed by dramatic worldwide change as movement of people
around the world continued.
It was not however, until the middle of the 19th century that the
contribution of science to technology has started to be seen in its fullest
devotion. The society, in the i6th century on, had to undergo a Cultural
Revolution to create the preconditions that made this possible.
Tradltionally, technology had been the realm of craftsmen worl<ing by
rough rules of 'trial and error'.
With the development of an urban, mercantile economy a reaction to rhe
classical view occurred which carne to be known as the Scientific
Revolution. This meant that the traditional conception, which had reigned
from Aristotle to Thomas Aquinas, was now to be challenged (Cipolla
1980). And there carne about the great struggle for ,he survival of the two
approaches, the 'moderns' and the 'ancients': A reaction to traditional
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values imposing the experimental method and a battle to retain the
classical elite tradition.
Industrial
The face of the world once again saw a major change, in fact a leap
forward into a new world discovery of new forms of energy. This began in
the early 18th century known as the Industrial revolution. Traditionally the
sources of energy that humans needed had been limited to the direct
products of animals and vegetables. The latest mechanized technology
now made possible the use of coal, oil electricity and the atom." ...A world
in which man found himself able to handle great masses of energy to an
extent nceivable in the preceding age." (Oipolia, 1980, p158). In a
very Sr _. L period of time, this new civilization had spread in Western
Europe, changing both institutional and human structures.
In the beginning of the 18th century extraordinary expansion in commerce
and manufacturing arose: the emergence of a large merchant class
endowed with remarkable managerial ability, economic power and social
and political influence, an impressive stock of manpower, both artisans
and prcfessionals, and a relative abundance of capital. In the realm of
ideas, tM main characteristic was as aptitude for things mechanical, and
a strong and gruwing inclination towards quantitative measurement and
experiment.
Unlike the pre-industrial world where ideas of Hippocrates still provided
the bases of medicine, and Roman treatises were usefully referred, the
Industrial period has become a totally new advance where few of the
classical values remain useful except for historical interest. Some of the
latest achievements of this era include: The discovery of the steam engine
that made movement and transport possible like never before. This was
followed by oil extractions that lead to the perfection of combustion
engine. The end of the century saw the introduction of electricity. And in
the middle of tile 20th century man began to exploit atomic energy.
Most important discovery that this age provides us with is the invention of
"the method of invention" (Cipolla, 1980,p159). Thus the use of new
discoveries made all efficient Lise of already existing energy forms and
achieved a cycle of Inventions.
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2.3.1 Technology as a force of change
Technology appears to be an autonomous force which is beyond human
control and which is pushing society along with it. On the other hand it is
argued that technology itself is only being shaped by other forces for
example economic forces. Obviously technology is not the only source of
change that drives society. Nevertheless, it is indisputably "the major
force benind the accelerative thrust" (Toffler, 1974, p42).
The role of technology 1herefore, in influencing the shaping of the Urban
Environment is obvious. However, we must not let this distort our sensa of
relative importance of the factors at play. Many writers agree that
'technology is not the source of human activity. Technology is the
product of the human mind that results as a response to some historical
circumstances of a peculiar character, and as part of the total human
experience. It is however important to note that it is not completely true to
say that technology is a complete natural process and is almost an
inevitable product of <oomeneed posed naturally. Nature poses a certam
challenge to humans. Humans fully explain these challenges in a more
refined way and attempt to respond to them. These make humans' needs
relative to their context because how these needs are explained will be
dependent on how the challenges are perceived.
Mill's ('1967) 'Cultural Apparatus' explains a domain by which challenges
are perceived, and needs are met and created in Modern society. Such
domain in a very complex manner explains and fulfils the most functions:
it conquers nature and transforms the environment, it defines the
changing nature of man, and grasps the drift of world affairs, it revifies old
aspirations and shapes new ones. Technology, in turn has deeply
affected and continues to affect the structure and culture of society. In
general, the size, the physical environment and the composition of tho
population is affected by technology.
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2.3.2 Technology as an unavoidable social force
Technological development is understood to be linear and it only
progresses in a forward direction. Hardly, it is practical to imagine
reversing this drscton The Unabomber's Manifesto in support of this
point of view note th., once technological innovation has been
introduced, people beco. ~ dependent on it, unless it is replaced by
some still more advanced innovation. Not only do people become
dependent as individuals on a new item of technology, but even more, the
society (and thus the system) as a whole becomes dependent on it. Thus,
unlike all social arrangements (which have proved to be transitory) the
social ~iructure that is dependent on technclogy can only move in one
direction, 'towards greater technologization'.
It is further pointed out that 110 social arrangements, whether laws,
institutions, customs or ethical codes, can provide permanent protection
against technology. And therefore it is difficult to attempt to stop the path
followed by technology in such a way as to prevent it from compromising
human 'freedom'. The Unabomber's Manifesto illustrates that, "there has
been a consistent tendency, going back at least to the Industrial
Revolution for technology to strengthen the system at a high cost in
industrial freedom and local autonomy. Hence any change designed to
protect freedom from technology would be contrary to the fundamental
trend in the development of our society. Consequently, such change
either would be a transitory one -soon swamped by the tide of history- or,
if large enough to be permanent would alter the nature of our society".
Therefore neither reform nor revolution would stop technology to continue
to be one of the most influential social forces. Rather, (as will be promoted
in the discussions of this discourse) it will be useful to attempt to benefit
most from technology in making out of it a useful social force.
2.3.3 Stages ofTechnology
Tottler (1975) discusses three stages through which any technological
innovation passes. These stages are linked together into self-reinforcing
cycle. First, there is the creative, feasible idea. Second its practical
application. Third, its diffusion through society (Tottler 1915, p43). Once
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embraced, it will become an important force of change affecting all
aspects of the urban environment.
Although inventions also happen accidentally, what it takes to come up
with new technology is not so hard to imagine. The practical application
and diffusion into society doesn't happen very easily either. The society
naturally if not reject reacts to any new technology before it finally
embraces it. Naisbitt (1984) writes about the different staqes that
technological development has to trave, se in the society forming a
complex cycle. Initially, the introduction of a new discovery should be
taken easy. This will demand that it surfaces only along the areas of least
resistance. "During. this stage, technology is applied in ways that do not
threaten people ... reducing the chance that the technology will be abruptly
rejected. Examp!e is the first applications of microprocessors as toys, and
as robots where job is not safe for humans".
Once the new technology is made familiar the next stages will see its use
in improving previous technoloqies and finally, its application in bringing
real transformation in the urban environment. Obvicusly, these stages
don't take place overnight and the effects are not observed. But as
universally observed now, the stages are now ocr.urring in much smaller
gaps.
The stressful situation created in societies is hence due to the birth of the
next stage before the complete embracing of the previous. This means
rapid adaptation to new ways and giving up 'old' ones with not much
time to compromise.
2.3.4 Impact on Urban Form
EVer since man's invention of his first tools, technological change has
facilitated the organization of human activities and their interactions;
hence the total settlement structure. The spatial patterns therefore kept
changing with the development or shift of societal modes of production.
In pre-industrial society, production was predominantly agricultural and
occurred outside the cities. The industrial revolution reversed this pattern
with manufacturing production emerging as the major activity and
occurring in the inner city areas, In the postindustrial era, this pattern is
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again reversing with production moving largely to the metropolitan
periphery and beyond. (Brotchie et al1985)
The impact of new technology in the past few decades lor example made
this changing pattern even worse. Rapid transit systems, microelectronic
and telecommunications do have proiound consequences for the spatial
organization of the urban environments. Consequently, as Nijl<amp
admits, contrasting developments take place, varying between continuing
suburbanisation and increasing popularity of compact city patterns.
(Brotchie et al 1985)
Most recent developments of the past 2 to 3 years in computing,
networking and virtual reality technologies are creating even newer
conditions in the Urban Environment. These are gradually approaching
the level of maturity where large scale multi-user virtual environments will
be possible which, u ••• will inevitably lead to the development of large
scale spaces for the on-line community to meet, socialize and carry out
business" (Ingram).
Therefore, the form of urban environments never exhibits a static pattern
as long as human adventure in technology and its influence continues.
2.3.0 Summary
This section has reviewed the traces of the Urban Environment and history
40f technology in an attempt to uncover their relationship. It has then
become apparent that the development of the city and the successful
delivery of its core function could not be viewed separately from the
technologica:, wernents of man. The development and history of
urban settk 'le .t IS actually the history of human civilization. Technology
initiates change in soolal, economic, structural and other aspects of a
society cnJ, hence plays the major role in establi~hing development in the
urban environment.
Therefore it has been argued that the one directional development of
technology (as a tool) is unavoidable should civilization be necessary to
human success.
1..J.
CHAPTER 3:
THE PRESENT REALITIES AND THE FUTURE
OF URBAN LIFE
3.1.0 Introduction
The role of technology as being an influential force in the shaping of urban
life is pointed out in the previous section. It has been shown that at
present, the rate of change as a result, is faster than ever. Therefore it is
quite helpful to attempt to anticipate the next direction, most importantly
to ali those directly involved in the shaping of the urban environment. In so
doing, it is found that, not only the historical course, but also the present
realities of the urban s('~iety in general should be understood.
Therefore some of the most prominent urban conditions that have
occurred, and are resulting due to technological developments, and thus
contribute to the structure of urban environments are presented in this
section.
3.2.0 Development trends
A simple analysis from the previous coverage of the brief historical
development of technology and the city would disclose the fact that
change is taking place at a more rapid pace than preceding years. While
the shift from an Agricultural to Industrial society look some 100 years, we
just took two decades to reach to the change that we are experiencing
today: the change to Information society. Therefore the rate at which
change is occurring is so rapid that it is not leaving us with much time to
react. For any participant in the shaping of the urban environment Clt this
stage it will be helpful to be able to anticipate the possible future: where
we are heading.
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The hest way to do so however is by understanding the realities of the
present social and urban life. Naisbitt (1984) in trying to examine the past
few years have explo: ed some major shifts that have occurred and
occurring ill the Urban Environments. These trends would very practically
apply to most of the developed societies of the world. Similarly, they
reflect the urban realities of the study aroa of this discourse, as they affect
the development trends of the growing urban environment of Midrand.
The following headings will thus discuss the most important current trends
that are contributing in the shaping of urban environments.
3.2.1 Information Society
"During our agricultural pericd, the game was man against nature. An
industrial society puts man against fabricated nature. In an information
society - for the first time in civilization- the game is people interacting with
other people". (Bell in Naisbitt P10)
Today the urban society is once again in the middle of an important social
shift in history. Toffler (1974) calls it the Third wave, the transition from a
society based on work and industry to one in which leisure pursuits will
dominate. Many people have referred to it as the Post-lndustrlal society
(Batty, 1985,p44). In the Industrial era capital has been the main resource
driving the economic motor of a society. But the strategic resource to the
economic system of the outlined societies is now being SUbstituted by
information. As Drucker says, the produc.vity Of knowledge is becoming
the key to productivity, competitive strength, and economic achievement.
Knowledge is becoming the primary industry that supplies the economy
the essential and central resources of production. Naisbitt (1984) claims,
"We now mass-produce information the way we mass-produce cars",
hence the name, Information age.
There is one important difference between societal chanqes due to the
technologies that have occurred previously and the present one. The past
technologies had brought achievements in E'xtending human physical
power, whereas this SOCiety has succeeded in extending the 'brain
newer' ultimately. Ston-er (1985), in expl-im 19 the technological
~uvantages of the present SOCI:.ty says: "Radio and telephone were an
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extension of the ear, film was initially an extension of sight, then coupled
to sound, television an extersion of the brain. It has always been the
function of technology to extend human capabilities. To extend human
neurological capab.lltles is qualitatively different from extending human
musculature. This new technology Vias bound to create profound
changes in society. "(Stonier, in Brotchie et a11985)
This whole new direction has been facilitated with the great innovations in
all aspects of communication. The introduction of increasingly
sophisticated information technology has revolutionized the route on
which communication depends: Sender, receiver and the channel.
Through these technologies, a faster flow of information is made possible,
bringing the sender and the receiver closer together, in Naisbitt's terming,
"collapsing the information float". Any changes thus that are occurring
will occur much faster because of this foreshortening of the information
float.
Collaborative Virtual Environments (CVE3)(lngram), is for example, one of
the latest developments which this society will be able to utilize. With such
technologies people are able to interact with each other in a slrmlated 3D
spaces.
One of the advents of this technology is its ability to separate flows of
information from traffics of other movements, processtiq of goods and
materials. The consequenoes of such dramatic innovation in technology
will therefore be reflected in every aspect of life Which will fundamentally
affect the Urban Structure.
3.2.2 Decentralization
Today, one other aspect of urban realities is the nature of physical growth
of urban environments. Urban environments are sprawling horizontally,
resulting in decentralizations. Webbt!r (1982.p149) writes, "City expansion
in the late twentieth century is taking place in those locales where
opportunities for leisure - time activities are plentiful and where the
undesired side-effects of older high-density settlements have not yet
accumulated" .
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The causes of decentralization are many and composite. Moreover, each
urban environment is unique and exhibits its own cause for its physical
growth. Generally speaking however, advents that come up with
technological innovations are known to contribute in the facilitation of the
decertralization trend observed worldwide.
Originally, the mass industrialization was organized Recording to the
principle of economies of scale that is, the more you produce in one
place, the cheaper each item will be. Unlike the industrial time where it
was necessary that all employees be in one place, in the present it ;8
practically possible to start and run a business with only few of the
technological advents like the telephone and a personal computer.
Consequently more and more urbanites are finding it possible and
attractive to spread out to small towns and suburbs leaving the industrial
cities as, "decaying monuments to past civilization". (Naisbitt 1984)
As decentralization occurs people diversify and their homogeneity is
diluted. It can logically be seen that they grow and develop their
differences in a more localized fashion. Blumenfeld (1982 in Brotchie et al
1985, p 360) when describing the resulting population illustrates, " ..this
universal 'urbanization' of the countryside also means an increased
'rurallsation' of the urban population with increasing numbers living in
small municipalities rather than Cities... "
With decentralization on the other hand, greater opportunities are also
created. The traditional constraints of industrial and service sector
locations are less applicable. What is resulting here is, as Pressman
(1985) expresses, " ... an emerging phenomenon which parallels the old
adage 'population follows jobs', which can now be expressed as 'jobs
follow population'."(in Brotchie et a11985,p351)
3.2.3 Communication and Mobility
The past decades of the 20th century have seen the increasing importance
of information technology and its perfection in the different modes of
communication. With this development the need to move around and be
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there in order to communicate is no longer a must. But will this advent of
advanced technology in telecommunication ever substitute the human
need to mobility?
The idea that telecommunications technology could substitute for travel
appeared soon after the invention of telephone. This idea resurfaced in
the 1960s and 1970s, as computing technology began to permeate
society. But today with fax machines and personal computers and
videoconferencing almost common, Mukhtarian observes, that
"..rnoveme.it and congestion on the road is worse than ever." Mukhtarian
(in Scientific American 1997 p6i) further indicates that Historically,
transportation and communication have been complements to each
other, both increasing concurrently rather than substituting for each other.
Recent work by Andreas Schafer may explain why, despite all the
problems associated with the automobile, people still are on the road and
traffic in the city gets even worse and worse year after year. The urban
environment does everything to make tl1is possible: rearrange its
communities. introduce more and more ne'iWorl,s of roads and so all.
Drawing on decades of travel surveys Schafer found that city dwellers in
the U.S., Europe, Russia, eastern Asia and even villages like in Ghana
share two important traits, which appear to have remaineu constant for at
least 30 years. First, people in each location spend an average of 60 to 90
minutes travelling a day. And in every industrial country except in Japan,
people spend an average of 10 to 15 percent of their income doing it.
(Schafer in Scientific American 1997 p36). Relating mobility to income,
Schafer concludes that, as average income increases, the annual
distance traveled per capita by car, bus, train, or aircraft rises roughly the
same proportion. Therefore it can be said that it is an international trend
that people will keep moving and buying mobility if they afford. As
Waches declares, "Mobility is an underrated human light, you can never
have enough of it".
What comes with this increased mobility is that people do not just move
around but away from the city, as pointed out in the previous section. Mc
Shane observes, "The horse car allowed city dwellers to move out to
single- family homes. Then the laying of rails IONered fares to a nickel,
allow'ng movement into the suburbs. And by the time autos appeared,
cities had already begun to sprawl along the main raillines".
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In the next millenium, with higher expectancy of income in different parts
of the world, higher mobility is expected. More and more people will thus
find it possible to easily move around the city and away from it.
Accessibility to places where people think is les., crime, better recreation,
less conncsuon, will increase for many.
The notion of telecommuting however not ruled out by many. The
commute to work can be now reduced with telephones, faxes and e-'T1ail.
How feasible this is to the larger society however still is a question.
Because for many, the commute to and from their job is stili a desirable
buffer between home and office. And many more things that cannot be
replaced by the use of intermediate channel, like the professional and
social interactions will still remain a problem.
3.2.4 Globalization
One of the latest trends in urban lifE' is expressed in the emergence of a
global society. This is, "basically an open society: multipolar, multicultural,
self-governing, and competitive".
According to Knight (1989) the success of cities in the face of the
powerful economic and technological forces will depend, "... on their
ability to anticipate and adapt to the challenge of a global society. No city
can afford to take its future for granted; history is" •graveyard of cities'."
3.3.0 Into the future
It has been pointed that whilst technology will free man from many of the
earlier reasons for central cities. the urban environment will continue to
survive because people Will still want to come together. The type of the
Urban Environment that will predominate in the future however will remain
a function of the available technology and thus, lifestyle.
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Many scholars have examined the possible future of the city'. With the fear
of possibility of the city to give up its heritage, some suggest that as the
millenium progresses it is becoming likely that urban designers are to be
called upon to create development schemes which will enhance the
individual identity that makes a place special.
In his exploration of the future of urban environment Worthington
examines what he terms the 'logistical economy' -the management of
space and time. Due to advances in technology people are able work not
only from home but also from almost any location and at any time
convenient to them. Thus, new types of businesses and new ways of
operating have emerged which we would not have even considered in the
recent past -physloally dispersed, global industries operating 24 hours a
day, joined by advanced telecommunications. The effect is shrinking d
time and place.
But Worthington's conclusion emphasizes that no amount of technology
will replace the need to meet face-to-face but the urban environment of
the future may comprise 'mixed function, high intensity centers inhabited
by like minced professionals. These centers are likely to be dominated by
public transport, indeed the airport and railway station of the future may
well becorr a destination in its own right rather than a place to move
through'.
This model is expressed to pose particular urban design problems
through the increasing privatization of the public realm, polarizing the
, haves' and the 'have-nots '. (Black)
Architect and design critic of the Sunday Times, Hugh Pearman
ohallenqes the popular vision of the future city as a 'Blade Bunner'
environment- full of pollution, crime and deprivation. Pearman suggests
an alternative vision of 'New' city that would provide increasingly better
public transport and become a place with culture, restaurants, hotels,
clean air and more and more green spaces. In contrast the 'new'
countryside could become a car dominated, smog filled, noisy,
congested hinterland- overpopulated with 'work-from-homes' making
their way between country cottage and out-of-town shopping center.
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The Leeds example
Takinq Leeds, as an example the Leeds Conference has attempted to
explore the challenges facing the design professions in the next
milleni'lrTI.
Leeds is in a state of changing image gaining terms like 'European City'
and 'Capital of the North' as a result of new growth sectors based on a
buoyant financial and legal services industry, allied to an emergent role as
a strong regional center. This is evolving Leeds" from an archetypical
northern manufacturing center to become a place that is now heralded as
an urban development success story" (Black)
Leeds today is at the forefront of the 24 hour city movement which aims to
revitalize city centers by transforming them into places that people want to
linger in, rather than get out of as soon as the working day is over.
Although the 24 hour city initiative has only concentrated on the
evening/night time economy as yet (clubs, cafes and bars), the genuine
24 hour city is to include more activities. This initiative extends to
encourage participation by a wider spread of age groups. The long
neglected waterfront, 'Ttle Calis', once dominated by derelict mills and
wharf buildings has been transformed into a vibrant area for leisure,
entertainment and is home to a cluster of new computing and
programmino businesses. Leeds continues to grow as a cultural capital,
and with all the new intervenfions coming up it is expressed to be a
demonstration of the future city as a place that is a focal point for all that
is good about urban life.
3.4.0 Emerging urban agglomerations
Most modern theorists of urban environment acknowledge that
transitional processes are having increased important influence on the
evolution of the Urban Environment. An early observation was the
recognition of an emerging system of world cities a kind of urban elite
which is shaped in part by the new international division of labour (Hall in
Batten 1995). Underpinned in particular by rapid advances in the
development of information technology and telecommunication the view
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Three urban configurations: the mono-
centric cit)'. tbe corridor cit)' (ret/lrt:) and the
network tit) (below).
of world cities as a 'key nodes' of the international urban system is
becoming a largely held one (Batten 1995).
The advent of technology however, is having an impact on more than just
the largest metropolitan centers. Another example is the 'trans frontier
metropolis' (Herzog in Batten 1995). The emergence of urban settlements
straddling international frontiers reflects a eelective integration of border
territory into the circuitry of the global economic system. In certain
European and American border regions, fransfromier metropolises may
eventually become new centers of production and liTban life.
Some urban environments are undergoing another kind of
metamorphosis. Efficient corridors of infrastructure link knowledge
intensive centers to large metropolises, Eurapean examples include the
London Cambridge and Stockholm-Uppsala corridors. Each of these hi-
tech corridor developments incorporates an international airport. Since
the airport- university combination turns out to be one of the most
synergistic factors currently contribUting to faster and more prosperous
urban growth, Such highly accessible places nurturing higher level of
knowledge-based activities are expected to prosper in the 21st century
(Batten 1995). ", .. In these bicentric urban systems, close links have been
forged between places of complementary function, rather than simply on
the basis of distance or demand thresholds. Relational linkages tend to
be horizontal rather than hierarchical. The resulting urban configurations
take the form of 'corridor cities' ".
Still another form of urban agglomeration is apparent, consists of an
intricate web of corridor cities. These urban systems may be thought of as
'network cities I because of the manner in which their polycentric structure
has evolved. Interest in them has increased recently, following claims that
certain network cities may enjoy greater diversity and creativity, less
congestion and more locational freedom than monocentric cities of
comparable size. Two examples of these growing number of urban
agglomerations are Randstad Holland and Kansai, Japan.
Randstad Holland is a classical example of otherwise a predominantly
recent trend of polycentric urban development Shaped like a giant
horseshoe, this complex urban agglomeration contains three major
conurbations grouped around the cities of Amsterdam, The Hague,
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Rotterdam and Utrecht. Other smaller centers such as Delft, Haariem and
Zaanstad serve as additional nodes.
Kansai (see chapter 8) is a result of an innovation case of network cities
that is developing in Japan. It is made up of the six prefectures of Osaka,
Hycqo, Nara, Wakayama and Shiga. After many years of competition with
Tokyo, this historically powerful area of Japan appears to have recently
gained greater confidence in its ability to offer attractive alternatives to the
national capital.
3.5.0 Summary
This section has attempted to highlight on the nature of the present urban
society and that it is in a state of transformation. The advent of
technology, while freeing man from the constraints that have limited the
nature of urban environments, is now enabling faster and efficient ways of
communication. This is conceived to contribute to the efficiency of the
essence of the Urban Environment, ie human interaction.
As a result the form of urban settlements is also changing. A more
scattered and yet compact, isolated but also closely knit in
communication is the direction that tile present age is working on. Cities
are becoming interwoven with each other on different levels. With the self
contained totally independent urban settlements (consider the walled
medieval cities) long becoming a thing of the past, it is now possible to
speak of not only regional Or local, but global interdependency in the
structural network of urban environments.
2-1-
CHAPTER 4:
THE DIFFERENT SCHOOLS OF THOUGHT
4.1.0 Introduction
Today we protect our cities believing that their growth is complete and
that free and uncontrolled influence of technological changes will only
destroy them. On the contrary many of us are convinced that the
present urban condition represents a confused state and needs insight
and desperate design measures to tune it to technological changes.
On the one hand, the City is understood to be a complete creation, a
magnificent achievement that needs to be preserved and copied; and
on the other hand it is only a result of a utopia, emerging through
processes out of control. In other words the City is a result of
spontaneous reaction. The urban designer can therefore be seen as a
judge in the former case and witness in the latter, in this process.
This section will look at these different understandings, as forwarded by
theorists and designers. It will also cover some of the most popular
visions for the urban environment, before providing a viewpoint that the
discourse promotes.
4.2.0 Classification of theories
Reviewing the views and works of prominent theorists best reflects the
perception of the larger society, regarding the discussions of the
previous sections. The leading of these theorists, whose works have
been influential include Geddes, Wright, Le Corbusier, Sitte, Lynch,
Bacon, Rossi, Howard, Jacobs, Alexander, Krier and others.
These theorists display their own vieWs' regarding the transforming
urban environments. These viewpoints on how an urban environment
should look range from nostalgic, to extremely radical. Their
understanding however provides us with a means to perceive the
changing urban environment. One perspective that unites most theorists
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is that they strive to create a theoretical basis for future development
based on historical reference. Babic (1990,p253) uses the discussion of
time function in the city space to classify the works of some of the
leading authcrs into the following four categories:
a) Formal-aesthetic
These amplify th"! importance of tradition. They CJvein historical
continuity that can be achieved by retaining 1, Ie line of past tradition. A
critical look at this approach will unravel the way in which tradition is
simplified and limited into the forms of architecture and urban space.
b) Rationalistic-functionalistic
i .iese endeavor to consolidate processes and methods with the aim Of
changing society. The point put forward is that the direction of urban life
can be controlled through organizational potentials of technological
progress.
c) Anthropogenetic
These theories provide concepts that associate the changing urban
environment to the historical cause of psycho-social aspects in space.
d) Cultural-communicational
ThC:ltheory is founded on the organic concept of city products, historical
causes and the relationship between the structure and morphogenetic
processes.
The discussion of this discourse seeks to focus on more comprehensive
groupings. Therefore, based on their philosophical understanding of the
urban environment, two broad viewpoints that dispute with each other
are highlighted.
4.3.0 The Two Philosophies
One of the earliest controversies regarding the urban life and form was
between Sitte and Wagner ." Where Sitte had tried to expand historicism
to redeem man from modern technology and utility, Wagner worked in
the opposite direction. He wished to roll back historicism in the interests
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of the values of consistently national, urban civilization." (Schorske,
1981,p73-74)
These contradicting philosophies, in terms of ways of shaping our urban
environment. had existed long before and continue to surface in the
present.
PE:~erEisemuan and Leon Krier once conducted a debate in Chicago.
The.r argument represents the emotional content (aspects) of the
discussions in this discourse, because it touches on the question of
universal values, tradition and change. It reflects the intense controversy
betwee:n two conflicting ideologies. One of Which favors Reconstruction
and the other, Deconstruction. The argument is concerned with the field
of architecture. It does however, reflect the spirit of two different ways of
thinking that is in general shared by other professions, as well.
Following, some portion from their debate is presented as it expressively
conveys the irreconcilable nature of the two different thoughts covered
in this section of the discourse.
Krier: The fact is that you constantly say that the conditions have changed ... now,
as far as the American's house is concerned if you drive across the
country 99 % of the houses which people think as homes are traditional
homes, good traditional homes, brilliant homes, perfect, dreadful, sad.
"It they are really all traditional homes. Now that is the free market where
people are actually free to choose. Why do they choose traditional
homes? Because they think that the home, the place to raise the family,
is whEre generally everybody understands as a traditional home.
Conditions have not changed in the way you present it.
Eisenman: We don't live in homes that are being designed for people today. We need
a new type of home: the type form that talks about families that live in two
different cities, that have two working people in the family, so that nobody
is at home taking care of the children during ti Ie day. Such a type form
does not exist. A whole different structure of home is necessary and if we
continL/e to build wha,8ver your notion of a home is, and this has
changed over centuries as you know, then we will not solve the
problems. The form ot' rouse has constantly evolved. We as architects
have got to propose a new form of home, because the ofd form of home,
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whether the Palladian villa or the Leon Krier form, don't work any more, for
A middle cfass family with(JcJtservants.
Krier: They do work. They maybe comfortable, bad mediocre or brilliant. But they,
still work and they still ;:orrespond to what most American people
understand as homes. This is not the problem. They are full of
innovations.
Eisenman: They correspond to nostalgia.
Krier: They are of our time. The problem is not for us architects now to propose
completely unseen forms of homes which would fit this changing alien
condition of people being divorcees, children running away and being
punks and so on, but of improving that material which is commonly
understood to be 'home'. The ptoblem is not the way the home looks or
the way it is organized. Tnat problem is largely solved.
Krier: Moreover it (Buildmg) involves the idea of values and the certainty which
you have about those ideas.
Eisenman: Leon, the question of cenal, 'l. went out of the wmdow about 40 years ago.
that is why you are sle i ,IT ng the table. It upsets you that it's gone.
Krier: That's your Jpinion.
Eisenman: It's not an opinion, but a fact. I suggested that there are two aspects of
building. their presentness and their sUNival in history. Presentness can
(/0 longer be determined by certainty.
The argument is hence, endless. The judgement between these views
seems to be deep-rooted in personal 'opinions' rather than theorellcal
weights. Both viewpoints appear correct in their own terms. Both are
also necessary components fOI the fueling of the general spirit that
shapes the development of the human environment.
Referring to Tafuri, Eisenman thus writes: "At anyone time in history
there is always one architect who is looking forward anc' one who is
looking back. At the time of Alberti and Brunelleschi, Brunelleschi was
looking forwar.; and Alberti was looking backward. Alberti introduced the
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subject of the N~$~ 1, !ypology whereas Brunelleschi introduced an
invention from scir :,;u called perspective. If we had not had
Brunelleschl, that is somebody looking outside the discourse into what
might be possible, we might not have had perspective." (Eisenman, AR
1990)
The modern manifestation of these two schools of thought can more
appropriately be understood under Emplrlcism and Rationalism. They
have shaped the thoughts of not only designers but also at the larger
sphere of professionals on how the urban environment should be
organized and how much of it should be affected by technological
changes, so that it enhances the quality of life of its inhabitants. Their
ideas have been implemented In many places in the world. Although
their purest forms are also exercised, these two lines of thought have
frequently been intermingled in practice,
Their must recent appearance is in post-modern ideolor' like
Deconstructivism and Neo-traditionalism. Braodbent In ide a
number of these recent ideas also divides them into: N80-Empiricism
and Neo-Rationalism. Neo-Empirism reflects the tilinking (If a more
picturesque design idec:ogies of the past. Neo-Rationalism on the other
hand is concerned mainly with a well ordered social world and 'an
abstract geometric purity'.
Both are thus a continuation of the tradition of the two different schools
of thinkinq in a post-modern age.
4.3.1 Empiricism
!".Ithough the understanding of this school is knowledge based on
evidence, however in practice the evidence only appears to Include
aspects of the nast experiences, Sometimes this is also referred to as
Regressive Utopian, because it. "looks for solutions to the problems
resulting from the Industrial Revolution in imagined, idealized pasts
rather than in systematic observation of life, human needs, and human
values". (Lang, 1994,p46)
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COUHTRV
-The three magnets expressing the town-country
magnet that the aarden city would possess.
1 -Ebenezer Howard's 1898 drawing shoWing six
garden cities and a central city connected by
canals snd railways.
-A diagram showing the growth principle of
Garden cities.
The Urbanites:
Lang divides the Ernpiriciats into two groups: the Urbanites and the
Garden City movement. The concern of the Urbarites is the structuring
and detailing of the elements of the urban environment and the
experience they offer as one moves through them. The ideal urban
environment is based on the aesthetic dimension of the medieval city.
The scale and spatial organization of the traditional town is taken as a
basic building structure in the shaping and organizing of the urban
settlement.
The most recent example of this approach is the New Urbanism
Movement as practiced by designers and planners. Duany's work has
been among the few examples that have put this theory mto practise, In
his towns Duany invokes ancient planning principles and depicts classic
design images of town design. The design considerations include the
use of denser developments and the cluster of houses around a central
place that is the focus of civic life. It also de-emphasises the use of
automobile, oil and gas stations, banks etc,
The Garden City:
The Garden city on the other hand is a bias of a more Rationalist
thinking of the 19th century Empiricism. The ideal model of the urban
environment is a small green country town. The Garden City proposes to
decentralize cities, reduce their population densities and create more
parks and more space for each house. The means to do this has been
by, "creating magnets for people, new towns, which afforded the best of
country and urban life", (Howard in Lang, 1994, p47)
Thus the Garden Cities of Tomorrow written by Ebenezer Howard
proposes ('I marriage of town and country. The towns WOL' i have limited
size (not more than 32000 people). They provide industrial areas at the
outer ring, green parks at the center and extensive surrounding
agricultural lands. When the town reaches its population limit, a new
town at some distance will be established until there results a ring of
satellite towns around the central city.
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Broadacre Cily:
Wright also proposes the marriage of town and country, in a different
approach: 8roadacre City. The belir>f in this approach is that cities are
too large as they are and they need to be diffused into a "non-urban"
development. The inhabitants of the city would then be self-sufficient
farmers and independent businessmen. Wright's city would therefore be
laid out on a grid where all families would have their own acre of land.
The city would have no central downtown. Markets would be on the
roadside.
"Broadacre City is everywhere or nowhere. It is the country itself come
alive as a truly great city" (Wright in Mansfield 1990,p50). It is a city
whose vision was made possible with the advent of the automobile.
Today's advancement in communication and technology probably
would have more confirmed for Wright, the applicability of his vision.
""'." ~.
~.
-The City diffused Into the world Wright's
impression of the City,as man is liberated by the
automobile
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4.3.2 Rationalism
This thinking on the other hand stems from the belief that human reason
is the ultimate means for truth. liThe Rationalists, from Rene Descartes
onward argued for a Uhity of thinking and a fundamental belief in the
facts of existence, without the necessity of confirmation" (Sharp 1978, in
Lang 1994,P50). In shaping the urban environment, rationalists therefore
relied on coming up with innovative model forms for the present new
urban condition. Their ideas still however had precedents although they
tend to break from the past in favor of new rational solutions. They
confidently responded with, radical approaches to adapt to new ways of
life in new technological ages: Thus encouraging large cities, tall
buildings etc. Followed by Team 10 and other descendents ClAM has
been the major proponent of the Rationalist approach in the Modern era.
Of the most influential works based on this philosophy is the Radiant city
of Le Corbusier.
The Radiant City:
This approach results out of concern for the nature of cities as Le
Corbusier saw them: getting crowded, Ullhygienic, and inefficient. Thus
the Radiant City proposes
-decongested the city centers
-augmented density
-lncreased means for getting about
-increased parks and open spaces
Le Corbusier saw the street as simply a place for moving cars. Le
~'1rbusier Wrote, "The city that achieves speed achieves success",
;r,drefore efficiency in mobility was crucial in the Radiant City.
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Other Rationalists:
A number of futuristic images for the city have been developed
throughout history e.g. Megastructure, Roadtown and other futuristic
visions.
The basic idea in Megastructure is the "city in a building". Although
none has been realized, some have become popular because of the
impression they create. (E.g. Proposals for Tokyo Bay and the Plug in
the city)
The Roadtown is the horizontal version of the city tower. It proposes to,
u ... decentralize urban population substituting for present communities
of congested city blocks, new communities built in lines, projected out
through the country and so arranged that all business industrial,
dwelling and other houses will be within one continuous structure".
(Edgar Chambless in Mansfield 1990,p1 07)
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4.4.0 Recommendations
The schools of thought discussed earlier are both successful in their
own terms. The question therefore is what type of urban environment do
we promote? Which is the most appropriate to follow, in the world where
technology allows so many options? Do we wish to look backwards and
build on the legacy and resources, or do we attract in or surrender to
new ideas and let innovation take over?
Today we are aware that breaking from the .iast, in order to celebrate
new ways is not the best approach as attempted by some modern
theories. On the contrary, seeking solutions for our present urban
conditions in the past traditions wouldn't take us anywhere either.
Lynch suggests, "The best environm ..nt for human growth is one in
which there are both new stimuli and familiar reassurances, the chance
to explore and the ability to return". (Lynch, 1972,p204)
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It should therefore be apparent that the problem IS no more a question
of, which of the approaches previously discussed IS right or wrong. The
questior, is however, to What extent should our approaches be
traditional and to what extent innovative?
The answer to the above is contained in how we see tho urban
environment. It depends on whether we see it as a place for comfort
(most people are comfortable in environments they are familiar and
used to) or for development most. Lang, in explaining the difficulties the
urban designer faces in this regard notes that the problem is whether
"one deals with changing behaviors, changing technologies, and
changing taste of culture, or does one simply design for the known
present and allow ,he future to take care of itself". (Lang 1990 p, 364)
Doshi points out that 'there is nothing permanent than the transition
itself'. Doshi as a result suggests that in ideal circumstances the spaces
that should be created be, "transient, being created only when
absolutely necessary, and disappearing when it is not needed". (Doshi
1997, p69) It is a fact that no element is un-affected by transition. There
is no CUlmination of history or no ultimate urban form. But then what type
of urban environments will that leave us with.
The viewpoint taken in this discourse is the consensus that the focus
should increasingly be on learning from experience and reviewing where
appropriate, what already exists. It is about finding the right balance
between 'Old' and 'New'; Past and present, as they both hold the
future.
Crane, when identifying the important philosophies for planning
processes describes the importance of time function. His points
suggest that when shaping the urban environment we must turn away
from 'oppc.funistic juggling' and instead focus on, "designing built-in
capacity for change, followed by successful adaptations based on
change possibilities created". (Crane 1960)
Thus expecting change and leaving enough room for it is crucial. If the
two schools of thought explored earlier in this section have
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shortcomings, it will be in their tendencies to overlook this
understanding.
If change is inevitable, our actions must reflect that. We envision, design
and act on the present h '.11edegrees that it does not affect tomorrow's
options. Thus Lynch asserts, "It is more rational to control the present,
to act for near- future ends and to keep the longer future open, to
explore new possibilities, to maintain the ability to respond to change.
(Lynch, 1972, p95)
4.5.0 Summary
Generally, two different groups of philosophical understandings
regarding the Urban Environment and change have been presented.
The equivalent interpretation of these differing views in urban design has
been revised by ex(:lorinc: some of the influential theories and works,
under empiricism and Rationalism.
It has then been suggested that the approaches stemming from these
two different viewpoints are complementary to each other and thus
useful to the discipline by providing the required tension.
Lynch's viewpoint that asserts the importance of both; respecting the
familiar and exploring new ideas is also stressed as the required
direction for an urban design approach.
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CHAPTER5:
THE NOTION OF CHANGE IN THE URBAN ENVIRONMENT
5."1Introduction
In the development of the Urban Environment, change in the structure
takes place continuously. In the process urban structures and form are
transformed, destroyed or replaced by new ones. This progressively takes
place due to the influence of economic, demographic, political, social,
cultural and technological trends, which appear over time. Change,
continuously affecting and determining the environment will affect the
culture and value system of society.
It is useful to establish a philosophical ground on how to see the
transforming urban environment, as attempted in previous o;ections. It will
however also be necessary to understand the nature of transformation.
This section therefore discusses the notion of change in particular and in
relation to the Urban Environment.
5.2.0 The Nature of Change
The urban environment is affected by a continuous wave of change taking
place through time. This urban change can be in the form of growth or
decay, or both taking place simultaneously. It could be the result of " ... a
restoration, an adaptation to new forces, a willed change, an uncontrolled
one"(Lynch, 1972:p190). Thus, definitely, it is the result of edaptafion to
obsolescence and new human demand (Crane).
Apparently two types of change can occur in the Urban Environment
based on the pace at which they occur. Vernez-Moudon (1986) in
discussing the incremental nature of change refers to change as either
gradual 'transformations', or as 'structural' changes. Transformation to
the urban fabric takes place continuously over long period of time. The
application follows the availability of resources and arising needs over a
course of period. It follows peace meal interventions by individuals and
families and its effects are not readily visible and or radical.
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To the contrary an urban environment could also be exposed to a more
radical type of change causing "structural t transformation. This ca"1 occur
as some type of large scale or more identifiable intervention {aking place
causing substantial impact on the urban form. Alexander (1979) describes
the above same two ideas as 'growth and repair' and 'large lump
developments', Growth and repair represent the type of change in the
urban environment where gradual modifications replace old forms in
response to new demands raised by the urban life. The diverse and rich
urban environments of the traditional cultures are thus understood to be
the result of such change that has taken place over thousanr's of years.
The other type of chanue referred to as "large lump" change (Alexander
1979) involves large scale innovations. This usual'y involves replacement
of existing urban structures by newc, ones in the form of demolishing and
\or rebuilding. Many writers argue that this type of change causes a
dls.uption of the flow of the organic order and 'Cohesiveness' of the
urban structure.
However, having taken an observation that includes a hollsuc view of
civlllzatlon and its influence on the shape of the Urban Environment, a
somewhat different understanding is emphasized. Babic's (1990)
discussion of the following 'two concepts could be useful at this stage.
5.3.0 Continuity and Discontinuity
The description here is based on the understanding that urban changes
develop analogous to natural processes, which imply some aspects of
social development. Continuity hence comprises transformations of urban
structures due to social and technological developments "... whereby
certain urban elements are maintained, added onto a; j .:leveloped over
time as urban constants, while others are replnce"i by transformations or
destroyed forever" (Bobic, 1990. p33).
The process thus is expressed in two ways. The first process is through
the transformation of the exisfinq urban form and the other includes an
addition and expansion of initial structures.
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On the other hand discontinuity is required to complete that necessary'
part of the process whereby a sense of balancing is achieved: balancing
the change between urban structure and social and technological
development. In other words allowing the urban structure to catch up with
changes in other aspects of the social and technological environment
However the concept of discontinuity, will only be expressed as a non-
existent phenomenon if used to literally mean disruption of a continuous
city building process.
As outlined in chapter two, the city is a collective work, objectifying reality.
It is 8. manltestanon of the human record of reality. Therefore "...we
cannot speak of the discontinuity of development of the city totality within
the cornext of history"(Bobic1990, p34)
What would be taken, as a disruption of flow of organic order and thus
discontinuity, at a scale of urban elements could still simultaneously be a
continuous activity. at the level of city space. Discontinuity is actually a
necessary process in that it reflects the system's equilibrium. As a
process, discontinuity has the meaning of contlnuous development.
Therefore the understanding should 0e there !hat it is not a process that
we need to reject or avoid
5.3.0 Processes of Change
The Urban Environment is a live, changing thing. A number of extr 'lai
and internal force~ exert pressures that transtorm the physic<.:i
environment. Throuqh the course of history, the urban structure has been
shaped under the influence of movement, population size, and the
progressive development of functional processes. On the other hand,
nature and flow of human evolution and the history of the city's
development comprise a perm; '~t interaction between people and their
environment. People continually attGmpting to meet their needs throcgh
the stagrs of their social development interact with their environment. The
urban form will thus keep transfolming as a function of maintaining a
dynamic equlhonum in human activities and their interactions. Bobic, irl
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analyzing the principle in which the urban structures exist and transform
elaborates on the following three characteristics on which origin and
existence of the Urban E:wironment is based: totality, transformation and
autoregulation.
Totality is expressed in the spatial and non-spatial terminants of the
Urban Environment. Chanqe caused in this aspect will affect the
qualitative and quantitative cbaractenstics of elements. The influence of
external factors causes the movement of elements and causes internal
and external equilibrium. The transformation of the urban structure will
consequently occur when autoregulation takes place as a result of the
internal effects of equilibriu n. This will be the point where urban f'lements
change their properties and position.
Another perspective on the nature of the process of change in urban
environments is that it usually takes place in a more arbitrary way because
of the complexity of the parties involved. It occurs without our action
toward a pre-determined goal. Lynch (1972) in this regard suggest'J that
we are constantly reacting to forces that are beyond our control in order to
establish a desired level of achievement. Adaptation aims to maintain
some level of performance in terms of " ... income, comfort, safety,
adequacy, speed, purity, biological health, delight visual or social
character."(Lynch, 1992, p200). Besides adaptation does not only seek to
prevent irreversible change but provides a control mechanism against an
excesslve rate of change.
Trancik (1a86,p230) also points out the fact that cities are the product of a
process of change through a course of time as a result of a multitude of
both public and private decisions. When elaborating on some of the types
of groups involved Lynch {1989,p40) mentions that they include political,
social economic, environmental, legal and physical forces. "Cities are built
and maintained by hosts of agents: Families, industrial forms, city
bureaus, developers, investors, regulating and subsidizing agencies,
utility companies and the like. Each has its own interests and the process
of decision is fragmented, plural and marked by bargaining, Some of
these agents are dominant, leading, others will f )lIow those leaders."
Therefore in such a continuous and complex process of city building, the
concept of an ideal final urban fabric is out of question. The process is
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only a continuous change resulting in a succession of phases. The rate of
change is not possible to determine, as it is a factor that incorporates
many forces that are at pley. Lynch (1972) observes this fact and points
out the difficulty in identifying an optimum rate of change. Otten when
change takes place too rapidly it is found to create resistance in society
resulting in societal conflict, in the larger groups of society, which are
involved.
5.4.0 Values
The concept of value is imperative to the understanding of forces that
shape the physical forms of cities. Humans are continuously involved in
decision making with regard to their environment. Their deoisions are
highly dependent upon the set of values that their society ascribes to.
Lynch points out that 'values and explanations' of how city forms should
be are inextricable. The values that a sooiety might share manifest
themselves in the activities, which individuals and groups engage in,
henoe, " ... settlement form is the spatial arrangement of persons doing
things, the resultant spatial flours of persons, goods, information, and the
physical features which modify space in some way significant to those
actions." (Lynch1981, p48). Lynoh thus makes the connection between
human values, human actions and the physical urban structure. He
recognizes that values and form are interdependent, and together they
form the context for society and the phenomenon of human acton, which
intervenes to change either values or physical form in order to meet its
needs.
As an individual, the values that one holds could be a product of a
number of factors. Values ere not i:lherited phenomena and are only
determined by the socto-cunurai ('''~1,0Xt.They are liable to changes in the
prooesses of growth w:h sociat processes. In fact, the social processes
that determine them are inseparable from the physical envrorment.
Therefore, Kostal (1991,p9-10) suggests. "The more we I(now about
cultures, about the structures of society in various periods of history in
different parts of the world, the better we are able to read their physical
environment."
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Mills(1967). puts forward the idea of "cultural apparatus" in explaining the
determinants of the value system of the contemporary society (p 405): An
apparatus that will intervene in an interpretation and valuing of the
surrounding. Therefore, "The only truths are those defined by some
cultural apparatus. The only beauty is the objects created or indicated by
some set of cultural workmen. The only good is the variety of cultural
values with Which men are rnado morally comfortable or morally uneasy"
(1967,p407)
In conclusion therefore it suffices to say, if the value system of society is a
function of determinants like the 'cultural apparatus', then this should
confirm once again that there are few absolute values on the planet. There
is almost no universal value that transcends time and space because the
'cultural apparatus' itself is defined by the non-absolute force of the
social, economic, technological and so on developments in an
environment.
5.5.0 Some Viewpoints of Theorists
The following theorists' perspectives on change are highlighted in terms
of their relevance to the discussion.
Lynch
Lynch (1972) argues that change and recurrence are the sense of being
alive. He, in addition proposes the belief that we need to retain a
reasonably open future .In dOing so Lynch (1912) proposes the following
points:
-Conservation provides continuity of community and a means of
conveying a sense of history.
-Adaptability is useful in preparation of the present for the foreseeable
future .
.Prototypes allow for the creation of a reasonable and feasible future at
present by exploring possibilities that are genuinely new.
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Crane
For, Crane change does not simply mean replacement. It is the evolution
of existin(1 life forms to suit totally new purposes. Making the
distinguish ~g between the activities and structures of urban life (order
and form), Crane notes, "Order changes are causes of form change". And
thus Crane stresses the fact that In the present, change in the urban form
is occurring faster than ever before.
Crane discusses the Dynamic City, which is derived from three 'basic
truths' about the contemporary city:
-Rapld acceleration of change in city life forms and unequal physical
process
-interdependence of life and structures over great space-time scales of
change distribution
-complexity, multiplicity and power of the City of Thousands Designers
Crane thereby, calls for the recognition of a philosophy of hierarchical
change in permanence. " ... City form should contain successive layers
and scales of parts where change and stabilily seduce and sweeten each
other. Each step of the cily-making process should produce more
specialization" (Crane, 1960)
Trancik
Trancik also recognizes the dynamic approach to incorporating change
and innovation into an environment. His suggestion to achieve this is by
addition. Small scale change in the urban environment assists in
integrating new elements with the old and avoids the demolition of entire
sections of the urban fabric Which happens with total development.
Greater variely, richness and vitality can be incorporated with gradual
Changes to urban fabric, and greater degrees of continuily of built form
and with history can be achieved. (francik 1986 p.219)
Rossi
Rossi emphasizes the importance of the past in order to have the future.
The past is with us and it; being revealed now to some extent, through
monuments, Which are the 'physical signs' of the past. Nevertheless he
asserts that the dynamic quality of the city tends more to evolution than
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preservation. Monuments in this evolution are not preserved, but
continuously presented as propelling elements of the future.
5.6.0 Spatial Implications
As the urban environment propreuses changing through time, Its spatial
structure attains new design characteristics and aesthetic features with
newer functional demands, The form of the spatial structure as a result
transforms gradually developing symbolic functions and form.
While the open urban space is understood to consist of four functions:
productive, protective, decorative and recreational. (Tunard & Pushkarev,
in Bobic1963) Other theorists have referred to these functions as usability,
visual and feeling. These are not functions, which can be dismantled.
They collectively contrlbuta to the urban environment as a pleasant place
to reside. The basic reason for transformation in the form of space under
the influence of changes in the functions takes place in accordance with
the development of technical means.
In order to attain a closer look at the subject of change in the form of the
space and structures of the urban environment, The latter is analyzed in
terms of its three generaliled components: the block, the street, and the
square. The following observation of these elements should indicate tile
transformation of the urban structure due to imposed social functions
under the influence of technological changes.
5.6.1 The Block
As a result of the influence of technical and functional demands, change
in form is more explicitly and dynamically expressed by individual
buildings than by the spatial structure of the city. Due to the fact that
individual requirements are more apparent here different types of
buildings, the forms of their functons and the application of technical
means create different structures of the city. An observation of the
development of forms and structures of the city block from the 19'h
century on indicates tM way in which the hygienic, economic and social
conditions were changed. This change was due to the influence of
technological building systems and the demands of motorized traffic into
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'arms o, lower socio-psychological values and thereafter returned 'q
original tOIms in an attempt to recapture lost features. The block accepted
new influences with time, which were reflected as follows:
-Change from the geometrical shape for example from a free to a regular
shape.
-The dimensions of the sides increasing with the scale of the traffic.
-The use of uniform r'" 'liminating special activities.
5.6.2 The Street
The street is a 'social tie', visual and information corridor of the urban
structures. The form and the function of the street are inextricably linked.
The transformation of the street is realized under the influence of new
functions and the change in the form of existing functions. The complexity
of the street's functior
the city's complexity. I'
:ore increases with the increasing growth in
;'/hy the street over time has acquired a form
that enables the better now of people, vehicles and goods.
"The endeavor to overcome spatial distances in as short a time as
possible influenced the formation of symmetrical networks and the
elimination of rich traditional typologies."(Cullen, 1991 in Booio
1990,p230)
Therefore, the following characteristics of the street are affected with the
arising functional needs.
-The width, which increases with the need tor greater capacity.
-Shape of lines of street, to link points by the shortest distance.
-Tha depth of the corridor, by increasing the height of buildings.
-Usability, with increasing density and continuation of structures in the
corridor.
5.6.3 The Square
If the Street serves to link points in space then its purpose is only
complete with the aid of squares. The square joins different streets, and
aorea's ;:t~ch::mge<: in directions, in front of important bUi!dings, and
0erem("1Ial ptaces. It is a dynamic location where the confrontation of
numerous city functions is expressed. Therefore the square does follow
and adapt to the function posed by the social order of a certain
technological demand. Through history, it was with these technological
needs that the very concept of the square continued to transform. In the
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medieval times it has been a location of extremely dynamic markets and
meeting places. Most eastern countries used squeres as a place reserved
for communications, parades and demonstrations. In the present world
where urban space worships the motor car, we see squares celebrating
the mere intersection of traffic junctions. The following list consists of
ways in which the square accepts new influences in space and arranges
the structure:
-Oonsnuction on the edge of the square as it gets denser and continuous
structures.
-The alteration of the squares surface by the introduction of new contents.
-The increases in the height of the square edge to express the importance
of the location and on the activity.
-The weakening of the enclosed effect of the square by penetrating it with
wide streets.
-The force of the square being determined by the arising geometrical
shape due to traffic flows and land plots.
5.7.0 Summary
All in all, the chapter has considered the nature of change, the processes
and imp:ications in relation to the built urban environment. As a result of
the discussion the following points emerge.
City building is a continuous process involving destruction, bu:'ding and
rebuilding. As a result the total environment will keep trai:'3forming into an
undetermined future. This transformation cannot be seen in any way
different from the social transformation, whiCh is taking place influenced
by technological changes. On the other hand values that the society hold
are also affected with these changes in the urban environment. Hence an
element of foresightedness into the emerging urban environment is
necessary. A method to "retain a reasons' 'y open future" (Lynch 1972)
shoulo be incorporated to any endeavor that deals with the Urban
Environment.
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CHAPTER6:
SHAPING THE CHANGING URBAN ENVIRONMENT
6.1.0 Introduction
It has been discussed that a number of significant forces in play influence
change in the urban environment. These forces will determine the shape,
size and quality of the settlement. This section will concentrate on the
theories related to the shaping, and ordering of the urban environment.
Structure, as a main former of the physical shape and quality, is elaborated
upon. In order to grasp an understanding of structuring concepts, elements
and properties which form the basic building blocks for urban designers as
they intervene through design action in the shaping of the urban
envlronrnent are identified.
6.2.0 Forces at play
Practically, no list of number forces that shape the urban environment can
be complete. Gottman (in Chapman 1996) suggests that the influential
ones include demographic, economic, cultural and technological forces.
As the COfEl of the discussion of this discourse, it has been suggested that
technology plays the most significant role in accelerating the forces that
shape the urban environment. As outlined in previous sections the
understanding has been that any development in technology is reflected in
the cultural, economic, political and other aspects of human realities, that
will also on their own contribute in shaping the urban environment.
Lang (1994) explains the factors in playas a dual phenomenon. It is the
interaction between Biogenic and Sociogenic environments that is
responsible for shaping and giving character to the urban environment.
While the Sociogenic environment is responsible for human social
development, It is Biogenic environment which provides the setting or
physical frame for human life. It consists of the physical structure of earth,
its atmosphere and the changes that takes place in them due tv natural
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events. Technology's role will be in that it comes in to help to overcome
many of the restrictions the Biogenic world places on the urban
environment.
The resulting shape of the physical urban environment can thus be
explained as a function of the degree to which humans respond to the
realities of their environment. The pattern will be determined by the
incremental contribution of the players, and how they sought to adapt to
their rapidly changir.g environments.
6.3.0 Structuring
Structuring is central to the shaping of the urban environment. As Dewar et
al points out, "Structuring not only informs how the settlement grows but
also how well it performs: how well it accommodates human activity and
life."(Dewar et al1990,p 15)
Throughout history, structuring has. occurred in different forms as a result of
the degree of technological developments available to that particular
settlement. In different attempts to analyze the physical urban .tronment,
theorists have tried to study the urban structure in a number of ways
(planned \unplanned, ville creeewille spontanee)
Christopher Alexander (1964) elaborates on the two types of design
processes that influence the structuring of the urban environment as:
unselfconscious and self-conscious. Unselfconscious design, in the purist
sense, is typical of societies which have a low division of labor, few types of
buildings and a limited range of materials and techniques for building.
People are able to deSign tor themselves. The design process however is
pre-programmed. Rules are utilized in the siting and construction of
buildings. These rules, are not recorded in writing but are recorded in
people's minds and their traditional practices. Broadbent (1993) has called
this process of design Pragmatic design. Pragmatic design has evolved
over a long time. It responds to the problems those groups of people
faced. The nature of solutions change slowly in response to the delayed
changes.
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Self-conscious design processes result from decision making before
acting. They occur in societies which have a high divisiofi of labor and
involves people who specialize in designing for others. Division of labor
arises from the technological and social aspects of modern society.
Dewar et al (i 995), in a similar light distinguishes between two approaches:
Programmatic and Non-programmatic. The former relies on the conscious
creation of strong geometry. It focuses on the H ••• assembly or pre-identified
elements of settlements (roads, houses, shops, churches and mosques
and so on), each of which has its own space requirements."(Dewar et al
1995, p16)
The non-proqrernrnafic on the other hand is organic and gives less direct
direction and is more reactive. It is not based on the issues of efficiency of
the parts, but is concerned with the quality of the whole. It is, "... informed
by how people over time have addressed the making of place in order to
meet their human needs, to celebrate life, to acknowledge the importance
of the institution they value, and to give dignity to people and their
activities." (Dewar et al'1995, p16)
Although both have advantages and disadvantages, they are useful and
complimentary to each other. The goal is to seek an appropriate approach
that accommodates the rapid change in the urban environment.
In this instance although both stri.otural approaches could and should still
be adopted, the Non-programmatic particularly is credited for blending
change in the urban environment in a natural way. This approach can
therefore be promoted to become more incorporated into urban design
processes, to be able to shape better urban environments that are sensitive
to the changing human needs.
6.4.0 Concepts for Structuring the Urban Environment
All available design theories for structuring the urban environment are
guided by their promoters' own image of what a good city should look like.
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Each promotes model ideas based on different value systems. The result is
differences in urban design objectives.
They begin in different ways of decomposinr; the urban environment into its
elements. Although not always in agreement, they are not necessarily in
conflict with each other. It only reflects the way some theories encourage
certain environmental qualities and how to pror ote it differently from
others. They therefore focus on different elements of the spatial and
physical structure of the environment. A review of some of the available
urban design theories concerned with structuring the urban elements is
discussed before highligtlting on the performance qualities to be met.
Gerbauer and Samuels (1981), in locatinq Urban Morphology as the oasis
for a theory of Urban Design highlight the importance of c.. I understanding
of the city as the physical environment which is the expresslon of values of
society through time. The built environment gives meaning to the city in
reflecting eocletal values. Accordingly the basic physical cornpi, snts that
form the urban environment are the 'built form' and tile 'open space'. While
the built form is understood to be the mediator between private and public
spaces, and constitute the fills, the public open spaces are make up the:
Public space that consists of streets, squares and green areas; and private
space that consists of plots and blocks. It is the relationship between these
components that forms the structure of the urban environment and thus the
existence of a societal value system that is expressed in a logical
organization and dynamic process of trenstormanon and change.
The physical elements of the urban structure as Chapman (1996) identifies
them, can be described with a range of scales. At the bigger scale is the
regional framework, which is determined by the surrounding mountains and
river valley. They constitute the natural elements and regional roads that
connect towns.
The structure at the level of scale of the town include:
-a grid of blocks
-an (Jrganization of public and institutional buildings anc spaces
-closs grained urban fabric
-naturat elements SI1 "" s trees and rivers, and etc.
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And at the lower Ieleis, the structure incluctes:
-public and private buildings,
-system of lanes, paths and squares
-low walls, arcades, planting, and slmllars,
For Krier, the urban environment is basically the product of urban spaces,
in the form of streets, squares and other open spaces. Krier's study
demonstrated an exhaustive typology of spaces that recognizes the
.nterrelatlonshlps between streets as one form of space and open spaces
in the form of squares, courtyards, market places, piazzas and plazas, and
the buildings, their sections and facades (Krier in Broadbent1990).
In analYZingthe primary design concern for the urban designer, Denis Scott
Brown (1990), on the other hand claims that the design components of the
public realm constitute the streets, public and civic buildings, and parks
and open spaces. These form the basic €llements, which give physical
expression to the needs of society, although they differ from area to area
and change with time.
A somewhat different analysis is provided by Lynch. Lynch's study
emphasizes more on design for ease of orientation. The elements identified
are those that can display and make the urban environment legible for
people. These images forming proprieties are described as nodes, edges,
landmarks, paths and districts. It is in manipulating these elements that
visual organization of the urban environment serves to provide Identify,
structure and achieve meaning.
There are hence a number of ways of looking at the urban environment. It is
not practically possible to list the elements that form the structure.
Conceptually, the concern is with the surfaces and objects of the
environrrent, the materials of which they are constructed. the way in which
they are illuminated, and their pigments (Gerosa1979, in Lang1994).
In analyzing the theories of urban space design Trancik distinguishes
between three different approaches: Figure ground, Linkage, and Place
theories.
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-Figure ground theory provides the relationships between building mass
and open spaces or urban solids or urban voids as the basis for an
understanding of the urban from. These relationships are taken as crucial
for establishing the character and physical continuity of the urban
environment.
-Linkage theory emphasizes on connection and movement by articulating
circulation as the generator of urban from. As Maki's three types of spatial
linkage (compositional, group form. mega form) demons ,'rate, linkage is
assumed to be the prime glue to the city.
-Place theory includes in its recognition the importance of historic, cultural
and social values in context. The urban environment is understood to be
meaningful if it promotes the creation of 'Place', by attaching contextual
meaning to space.
6.5.0 Meeting needs
The approaches discussed have all their own merits. They will be useful for
an understanding of the physical urban environment in its different form.
Important at this stage is to promote an approach that draws on all three as
Trancik proposes. "... Giving structure to the solids and voids, organizing
the links between parts, and responding to the human needs and unique
elements of the particular environment." (Trancik1986, p98)
The physical structure of the urban environment should be designed in
accordance to these requirements. In addition emphasis should be given to
tomorrow's needs. This will require an understandinq of the elements of the
urban environment beyond their 'city essential role', Crane (1960) suggests
that this should include a responsibility to " ... exalting the human condition
and defining tomorrow's necessities",
Based on these discussions. the following criteria are forwarded that a
'good' urban environment should meet.
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6.5.1 Meeting transforming needs:
It is true that urban design endeavors have considered the following
conditions:
-Building lasting longer while uses change (Olympic Villages)
-Both the built environment and uses changing (World fairs)
-Elements of the built environment responding to changing ideas
(Amusement Parks)
Apart from few instances however in most urban design interventons the
assurnptior. appears to be that the built environment or the conditions for it
will last long enough.
In several stages, it has been pointed out that Change is a crucial
phenomenon; and thus that the structure of urban environments must
reflect this. The example of the ideology assumed by Manson (Studio by
Doshi and Kathpalia) proposes temporary and intangible complexes using
tent-like structures. It is based on providing temporary spaces in the
structure of the urban environment that will be removeJ with changing
needs. It is questionable whether this should give ultimate concept for
shaping the urban environment ,whose main role has been to transform
learnt technology to the next generation. Besides, as Krier has remarked,
"Desert nomads are not famous for their creative contribution to the land"
(Krier1960). The plug-in city concept in a similar light is developed with the
assumption that change in cities would be rapid. The basic infrastructure
set in place, the idea assumes that most needs are pre-fixed. Providing this
as a national solution, the concept shows a pre-conceived idea of possible
arising needs, hence leaving no room for new changes to be
accommodated.
The answer should lie in seeking a form and structure for an urban
environment tr'lt reflects less permanence continually revised with social
interaction. "City form should contain successive layers and scales of parts
where change and stability seduce and sweeten each other. Each step of
the city-making process should produce more specialization" (Crane1960,
p162).
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Crane's Dynamic City idea with the philosophy of 'hierarchical change in
permanence" thus, have incorporated the principles that a changing urban
environment would require.
6.5.2 Meeting functional needs:
One of the most legible properties of thl2 Urban Environment is its functional
(utilitarian) dimension. It is about providing facilities and choices for users
who choose to participate in, whether as a group or alone. The ease in
whicll inhabitants are able tc access these facilities and hcw pleasant the
experience is determines how successful the urban environment is. A
properly rnenaqed hierarohical use of spaces, from most private to most
public, without infringing on the other needs of inhabitants is important. This
must be supported by efficient movement structure of the city.
Addressing this dimension will be a complex task involving scientific
exercise of deciding between the possibly competing needs of elements
such as industry, retail, business, Residence, transport and leisure.
6.5.3 Meeting psychological needs:
Human psychological comfort highly depends on the degree of familiarity
of the environment. Many people do not tolerate anything new even if it is
for their benefit. They prefer to seek comfort or 'hide' in a more familiar
environment. Others on the other hand seek change, and challenging
situations for growth. Although stressful to a certain degree, new situations
and experiences lead to physiological and intellectual development.
Urban environments that demonstrate high degrees of any of such
situations will not be comfortable. The challenge for the urban designer
therefore lies in maintaining a balance in the environment to allow and
contain both qualities.
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6.5.4 Meeting social needs:
Humans have frequently been described as social animals. They deveiup
culture to communicate with each other and interpret their activities. This
dimension is no where better expressed than in their physical environments.
Sitting outside a pub watching the world go by, going for a waik, chatting to
neighbors. are all integral to social and cultural life. One of the most
important elements of the city that supports culture is the urban space in
which these activities take place. The street for example can be used to
generate vitality by bringing together a mix of different uses. Montgomery,
condemning the sterile environments created by making cities excessively
•neat and tidy' describes that, "a city is messy, it has flJZZY edqes and
overlaps of place'
For creating such livable environments (and meeting social needs) it will be
important to explore the character that gives an urban area its unique sense
of place or identity.
6.6.0 Summary
Shaping the changing urban environment is a complex process. It involves
innumerable number of forces in play over an endless period of time.
It has been discussed that the process involves structuring the urban
elements in direct and/or indirect interactions. It has also been noted that
how we structure them depends on how we see the urban environment.
Differerlt theorists have forwarded somewhat different priorities on haw to
understand these structural properties. Thus some of the most popular
structuring concepts have been elaborated on. An approach that draws on
the important aspects of Figure-ground, Linkage and Place theories is then
recognized. Finally, it is suggested that such concepts should be employed
to meet criteria for the Urban Environment discussed.
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CHAPTER 7:
THE ROLE OF URBAN DESIGN
7.1.0 Introduction
Increasing specialization of the eXisting professions, in creating gaps in
between them failed to meet the increasingly complex needs of the urban
environment. As a result when urban design emerged as a profession
some thirty years ago, its main reason was to 'fill this design vacuum' that
the existing fields left in between.
Therefore, it is suggested that the goal of urban design is, "to strive for a
quality of physical urban environment which nurtures human dignity and
culture through design, based on an understanding of the social,
economic, physical, temporal, political and legal processes that influence
the structure and form of cities," (Senior and Wood 1987).
If technology has definitive influence on social, economic, physical and
legal processes, then the role of urban design in a rapid technologically
changing environment will be critical, In the previous sections the qualities
of a 'good urban environment' and what one should strive to nego~iate
has been outlined. This section will thus consider the role of urban design
in achieving these urban environments.
7.2.0 Defining a role
As has been discussed, the urban environment it continually subjected to
waves of change influenced by technological forces. It is important for
urban design to consider the emerging trends, respond to new demands
arise, provide meaningful form, and manage the process of change
(Worthington1995). In so doing urban design will need to reflect the past,
be sensitive to the future trends. and act as a moderator of change.
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Broadly defined, urban design therefore has a role that requires a holistic
understanding of realities and vision that unifies the changing trends, to
give direction to the form of the urban environment.
7.3.0 urban design practice
Lang (1994) describes two groups of urban designers: visionaries and
practitioners. Althougtl the difference between these categories is blurred,
Visionaries are more involved with desigr.ing their own worlds. They are
primarily interested in the creation of new social, spatial and architectural
orders. Practitioners, in contrast, are concerned with a more practical
world. Their concern is with day to day problems of design, wh:ch exist in
socio-political problems. Practlfioners tend to emphasis an incremental
approach.
Some proteasionals tend to dismiss visionaries as "stay-eyed dreamers
in ivory towers', and visionaries on the other hand, are critical of
piecemeal approaches and lack of vision of the practitioners. (Buder1990
in Lang'1994)
Indisputably however the practice of urban design requires some degree
of vision and an insight that requires seeing beyond the immediate day to
day problems in order to give rise to more holistic solutions. Urban design
should also importantly include a process, which is balanced and
continually checked against the realistic constraints of time, social and
financial contexts.
Both the visionaries and practitioners perapectivcs are therefore useful
and complementary. They are useful so long as the tensions between
them build the polarization required to create equilibrium for a successful
performance of urban design.
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7.4.0 Urban design framework
The main aim of urban design is not only to produce beautiful pictures of
the urban environments but to create a comprehensive framework
through innovative design. This approach will provide a background for
decisions and actions through a period of time. An urban design
framework will therefore be useful to provide a reasonably clear direction
for existing and future growth. In dOing so the urban design framework will
need to indicate the location and principles of various land uses and
activities, movement systems and types of buildings. In addition, the
urban design framework will indicate the capital structure (Web) of public
facilities, and necessary design controls. One of the important aspects of
the framework is the implementation strategy. The implementation
strategy will indicate the public action required to elicit a response from
the private developer (Senior and Wood1987). It is through the US9 of
such frameworks that an urban design intervention will ensure the meeting
of the concerns c, urban design.
In order to elaborate on the role of urban design the following set of
principles, that an urban design framework should enable, are
highlighted.
7.4.1 Outline a realistic vision:
"A vision without a task is but a dream
a task without a vision is drudgery
a vision with a task is the hope of the world." (Anon in MDF 1996)
Any successful urban design intervention has to be traced on a practical
vision (7.3.0). It would certainly nor be possible to predict the chanGing
priorities over a period of time to prescribe a detailed form for the
development of G roily. But based on the global and immediate contextual
understanding of the present and future directions it is usefUl to envision a
target destiny to the development of urban environment. A responsible
urban design exercise would include the views of the community at this
stage for an intelligent intNpretqUon of the environment and its promoted
destiny.
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7.4.2 Adopt a process oriented approach:
Formulation of a holistir vision at any given time should not entirely dictate
the building of a complete city. The urban environment is made by a
series of decisions and actions taken in a long process. That is, while
broad parameters of future city form and structure may be defined to
direct incremental decisions and actions, the definition of an 'end-state'
for any point in the city's evolution is a utopian dream and a denial of city
dynamics. It is possibly more correct to see city-building as an
environment in 'a process of becoming' rather than the delivery of some
final product (Senior and Wood1987). This will recognize the close ties
between the form of the urban environment and the social needs, values,
activity etc, which are continually being revised by technological
developments.
The urban designer's role at any given time will be to ensure that the
physical form which results from the processes matches these social
needs, values and activities of inhabitants.
7.4.3 Promote environmental quality:
Although not exclusively, urban design is primarily concerned with the
quality of the public environment the buildings and the spaces between
them.
It is therefore important that the positioning of the buildings in the urban
fabric, their relationship to one another, their scales and the quality of the
spaces that are created in the process are given attentive care. DOing so
requires defining the' essentials and the non-essentials' in the complex
urban environment and processes evolved in shaping it. It will be
necessary to establish the elements and their role at different scales in the
urban hierarchy. This will allow a clear frame of reference to be
established for determining what needs to be designed and what needs
to be untouched.
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7.4.4 Recognize the dynamic nature of environments:
It has been suggested that the dynamic qualities of the urban
environment demand a physical form that is responsive to conditions that
are not expected. The simplest way to achieve this would be by leaving
the land untouched.
On the other hand as urban growth is a continues process, the
environment should still resemble a complete urban state at any given
time in its development. Urban design must thus create a unity between
the needs of the present components and the needs of the timeless
whole, through an understanding of the organic and dynamic nature of
the urban growth. In doing so urban design must seek to strike a balance
between elements of rigor, which structure the environment, and of
flexibility which stimulate and surprise as the city grows through time.
(Senior and Wood1987)
This will call the incorporation of •Resilience' in urban design. Resilience
balances continuity and change, and permits space to assume a variety
of functions and meanings, and to be owned and inhabited in a variety of
ways without requiring major modification. (Vernez-Moudon1986)
7.5.0 Urban Design Process
Urban design is concerned with both the product and the process.
Therefore t" attention of the urban design process is as important as the
final re,:u.! i.e. the shape of the urban environment. In order to elaborate
on the role of urban design in this regard, concepts on some of the
planning, and design procedu-al theories have been drawn on.
Many of the useful design processes noted include characteristics such
as imaging, presenting and testing. Zeisel (1981) has provided one of the
most accurate description" of such a design process. In addition Rittel's
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concept of design as a 'wicked problem solving activity' demonstrates
the further dimension of the design process.
A comprehensfve model for urban design process is that provided by
Wolfe and Shinn. It is, " ... the best available on account of its
thoroughness, its insistence that the public be involved and its recognition
of the difference between inadvertent and deliberate design."
(Eloden1989, p53)
In suggesting an urban design process for change in the South Atricar:
City, Markewicz (1992) provided a model that incorporates the cylindrical
design process of Zeisel (1981), the planning process of Bacon (1976)
and (ne "thinking machine" developed by Dewar et al (1978).
This model reasonably indicates the integration between urban form
Changes, urban performances and the physical environment. It is however
demonstrate the processes of urban design in the context of the
discourse. The attempt is, while recognizing the design procedural
theories provided; it is to brther emphasize the nature of change in the
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7.6.0 Summary
The discussions in earlier sections emphasized the dynamic nature of the
Urban Environment influenced by technological changes. This final
section (chapter 7) has attempted to identify the role and concern of
urban design in this regard.
It has emerged that an insightful vision for the direction of the city is
necessary. However it has also become clear that urban design is not a
product alone, and hence comprehensive design must be avoided, as no
single moment can fully understand the complex urban life.
Instead it has been argued that urban design should provide a framework
that gives direction for growth, enables panlcipatlon of different players,
allows change to take place naturally through time, with the different
socials needs, values and activities that will emerge with changing
technologies.
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CHAPTER 8:
MIDRAND
8.1.0 Introduction
This section explores the application of the theme of the discourse. In
doing so the section attempts to demonstrate an urban design exercise
on a South African city. The exercise focuses on the formulation of a
development framework that addresses the fast growing and changing
urban environment, which has been increasingly made possible by
developments including technology.
An area in Midrand is found to be suitable for this purpose, because the
site exhibits a number of the contemporary urban trends that the
discourse has attempted to explore. The principles pointed out in section
7 are utilized in arriving at an urban design framework for this fast growing
city of Southern Africa.
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8.2.0 Precedents
1. CRANE: THE DYNAMIC CI1Y
The followir.g are some points that Crane (1960), has emphasized, and are
adopted as useful tor the section to follow.
The Dynamic City grows from flexible parts, stronq permanent locational
rhythms and a dynamic balance of masses.
The challenge (for the designer) lies in finding the right place in hierarchy:
the right scale, sequence, life or even the right member of Thousand
Designers.
Rather than pretend to solve the important social problems of the day
through physical design, we should throw off the tyrannies of 'planning for
people' cliches ... Because deslqn achieves its highest social purpose
when its results leave some things for chance ;:nd choice.
Capital designing should become the primary tool of local physical
planning ...
The Capital Web must become to individual cily builders or dwellers what a
river or canal is to the desert farmer.
Crane thus highlights the following objectives for any large-scale design
philosophy:
-A City. w,lieh is a giant message system, or symbolic intelligence
apparatus, which pr .des the citizen with a simple succession of
perceptible inforrnatlou needed for utilitarian concems or for a psychic
sense of how the city reflects his and other values.
-Reflection of environmental morality and man's long-run interdependence
with nature
-Orpanized change capacity and permanence of structure
-More concrete and demonstrable processes of making public city-form
decisions
-An ordered freedom for private city building
-An unspecific structure sufticlent to permit choice and flexibility of
individual usage
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2. PHILADELPHIA: A MODEL DESIGN
STRUCTURE
Philadelphia provides an example of
how 3 design structure could attain
integrity and permanence when based
on the essential urban preconditions
like movement.
Bacon (1967) relates the essential
nature of the Philadelphia design idea
to Klee's drawing, which conslnts of
lines that suggest, "in its entirety,
channels of movement through space".
The three towers in Pie's drawing
(opposite) were placed in relation to
the thrusts of movement and the mass
of the five towers. It is the combination
of the mass of the towers and the
space of the movement that
constitutes the essential design
structure. Pie has placed and designed
his towers that they relate with
sensitivity to the delicate and fragile
eighteenth-and nineteenth-century
structures that form the foreground on
the west and south, yet at the same
time they serve as a powerful
articulation point in relation to the fast
movement on the Delaware
Expressway, dominating the sweep of
the regional flow or the Delaware River.
The drawings show the entire design
structure of Center City in which the
elements ar'3 woven together into a
total three-dimensional system of
space organisation. In black are shown
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Independence Hall, the Art Museum at
the end of the Parkway, and City Hall at
the Intersection of the two 1683William
Penn axes. The central core of most
intense activity is shown in Grey,
threaded through by the 6/er growing
pedestrian system one level beneath
the street, shown in yellow, and the
footway one level above the street
connecting with the department stores
in white
The design structure of Philadelphia
did not emerge ali at once but was
laboriously built up, part by part, over
time. It presents unity because each of
its parts is related to the other by the
principles of an organic growth
process. Tile drawing itself, by its own
nature, makes it clear that this is not a
final form; the stirring of a new growth
and Ilowerinq is already present. Many
additions and revisions will have to be
worked out to meet the new pressures
of urban growth. These plans must
extend across the land beyond the city
limits to provide structure and form to
the whole region and channels of
energy for the expansion of the city.
The objective is to achieve at every
moment 1'1time, on the part of every
citizen a sense of on.mtation to a
continually enlarging order.
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3. L1LLE:A TRANSFORMING CI1Y
Lille is a French city that had remained a mining
and textile town for a long time. But with the
recent introduction of two important conditions:
the tunnel between England and the continent,
and the TGV network (the French superfast
train that will run through it) the city is expected
to transform into a new significance.
The city will become the intersection of major
north-south and east-west axes. In addition the
reduced travel times, through train and tunnel
combined, will minimize the importance of
distance and give Lille a strategic position, " ... it
will become the center of gravity for the virtual
community of 50 million West Europeans who
will live within a land half hour travel distance".
(Koolhaas et al 1995)
Eurolille (a public private partnership) thus
conceived a proqrarn jar Lille to ultimately
consist of around 800,000 sqm of urban
activities that include shopping, offices,
parking, a new TGV station, hotels, housing, a
concert hall, and congress accommodation.
Eurolille notes that the scheme was
approached like an entirely new city that had to
be inserted into an existing fabric. " This
synthetic nsw city is and isn't part of the old
town ... It has not been spawned by Lille, it has
landed there."
The importance (the new form of attraction) of
site is articulated by constructing some of the
buildings over the tracks to become part of the
TGV network: building and train would become
different states of the same system.
4. KANSAI: A CREA-nVE NETWORK CITY
"A network city evolves when two or more previously independent cities,
potentially complementary in function, strive to cooperate and achieve
significant scope economies aided by fast and reliable corridors of transport
and commun.: ions infrastructure." (Batten 1995)
The Kansai (or Kinki) region of Japan is one of such type of urban
agglomerations growing in numbers in recent years. It is composed of two
former imperial capitals of Japan, Nara and Kyoto, with strong transport links
to other cities of Osaka, Hemeji, Nara, Ohtsu and Wakayama. Osake, :<:; the
region's center of commerce and industrial activity. The striking contrast
between the cultural and commercial cities, combined with their willingness to
work together towards a united vision of the future, is claimed to transform the
Kansai region into one of the most exciting network cities of the next century.
Much of Kansai's future optimism is based on a spate of recently completed
infrastructure projects. There are many large-scale, long-range projects
underway. The most prominent of these is the Osaka Bay Area Development
(OBO). An Association to promote this major development was established by
the local business community. Their 'Grand Vision' was announced to the
public in 1991. Its aim of consolidating a wide range of urban functions
(located in different centers) captures the very essence of a creative network
city. With a view of nurturing a 'cosmo-creative metropolis', the 'Grand Vision'
prescribes the following metropolitan requirements:
1. A creatively diversified environment for all citizens through tile amalgamation of
various urban functions for living, working, leaning and playing.
2. The formation of cultural and knowledge' corridors' which promote interaction
among creative minds.
3. /\n international 'around-the-clock' city for global citizens (facilitated by the
opening of the 24-hour Kansai International Airport in September 1994).
4. A restructuring of the old industrial structure along with the incubation of new
business opportunities
5. The provision of 'nature-rich' amenities for the citizens.
6. The sophistication of a polycentric urban structure.
(From Network cities: Creative Urban Agglomerations for the 21s1 Century,
Batten 1995).
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8.3.0 Objectives
With the hypothesis outlined in previous sections, it is intended to
demonstrate an urban design proposal for the activity strip of Midrand.
The exercise intends to reflect on the subject area of the thesis by
emphasizing on the points drawn from the theoretical discussions. The
objectives are:
-to provide a vision that is baaec on real:ty
-to investigate the furnishing of a holistic solution that:
a) provides a range of social, economic and cultural opportunities for
the people of Midrand
b) turns Midrand into an important vibrant regional location using the
advantages available on the site
-to maintain a balance between the traditional and new trends of urban
life
-to provide useful design principles that will set development directions
and potentials
-to demonstrate a process oriented urban design exercise that will
ensure the realization of a vision
Although a number of scenarios are compared, it should be observed
that the solution aimed at is not ultimate. At no stage could it be possible
to completely determine the changing priorities, and thus would be over
:\mb::ious to hope to decide on the final form of the urban envlronrient.
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Tlu!Old Pretori.r Road at Halfway House
8.5.0 Analysis
8.5.1 Brief history of Midrand
At exacily halfway, on the route between Pretoria to
Johannesburg, an activity node started to grow. It all started in
the last century at the Halfway House when it became the
'pits top' for the Zeederberg mail coach. With the opening of a
bar in 1870, and later the Halfway Hotel in 1888, the location
gained fame as a health and holiday resort. Halfway House
since remained a stopping place on the coach route between
Johannesburg and Pretoria.
Later population growth in the region coupled with
improvements in communication and infrastructure
developments started to yield renewed Interests in Midrand, and
Midrand started to register fast developments. I '981 Halfway
House was incorporated in Midrand. whit.h also cornprlsed the
loosely knit communities of Olifantsfontein and Clayville.
Midrand today is part of the Kyalarru Metropolitan Region. In the
next 25 to 30 years it is indicated that II,e region will
accommodate in order of 20 million people (GAPS 1990). The
draft vision 20.. ~ document of the Metro (in IDP 1998) identifies
Midrand as a key area for the future growth and development of
the region. Midrand has enormous potential growth in
development of electronic, light industrial, heavy industrial,
service and commercial shopping and office accommodation.
Therefore it is generally recognized as a desirable address in
terms of new economic developments. Statistical studies reflect
that only 48% of Midrand residents 'Nork in Midrand, other major
sources being from Johannesburg, Sandton and Randburg.
The area of Midtand is just under 200 sq. kilometers. The
oresent population is r-';mated to be 160,000 and is esfirnated
to reach between 330,000 and 480,000 by the year 2010.
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8.5.2 Analysi~drawings
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LOCATION
Midrand is located 'in the
heart of Gauteng', halfway
between Johannesburg and
Pretoria. It is easily accessed
by road via the Nl and the
R21. It is serviced by its own
airport, and lies within 20km
of Jan Smuts and Lanseria
Airports.
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There is strong connection of Midrand to
National and regional road networks. It has its
own airport. The railway system does not include
Midrand strip but connects Tembisa which is in
close proximity to Midrand,
RAILWA\r LINE:
e AIR. FOf{T
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PREDOMINANT
LAND USE
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~~ RU,RAL Rc~ll;;>eNrIAL
ill] RE.?I.pE.NTIAL TOwN SHIP
HID LOW C(1Sr HOl)SI1J0
o AGlRIC-iJLiURAL
RESIDENTIAL
Residential in Midrand is increasing rapidly. In recent years
houses have made up 80% of annual increase in formal housing
stock.
RETAIL
Shopping and office are rapidly growing linearly along the Old
Pretoria Road. These facilities are now arnountinq to 75 000 sqm.
INDUSTRIAL
lndustnal buildings are a major feature of the Midrand landscape.
Clean air industrial parks and factories are being rapidly
developed. Over the last five years. new industrial buildings to the
value of over R200 million have been completed.
OFFICE
The amount of office space in Midrand was estimated at almost
100 000 sqrn in 1992 and has been increasing at the rate of
approximately 30 000 sqm per year since then.
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MIDRAND INTO
SMALLER AREAS,
'DEFINABLE DISTRICTS',
BASED ON SUPERFICIAL
OVERVIEW OF THEIR
PHYSICAL APPEARANCE.
(according to MDF 1996)
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THE STUDY AREA
:iTUPY AREA
The study area is defined by
two North-South roads: the
Nl and Old Pretoria Road.
This forms a strip that tends
to split Midrand into two
parts.
The strip is in physical
proximity to other residential
communities, though easy
connection in some instances
is limited (Ivory Park,
'1embisa).
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8.5.3 Constraints and opportunities
A number of problems and opportunities have been identified in MDF
1996 and the community, concerning the entire Midrand area. The Central
Activity Di1>' L (the study area) is discussed In MDF as follows:
"... Tnis district is charadcr.ised by strong commercial growth which tends
to dominate all other uses. The residential component is shrinking as land
is rezoned for commercial use. This area is the shopping area of most of
Midrand's residents, including Ivory Park. Plots seem to be very large.
Development tends to be walled and isolated. There is little spatial
enclosure normally associated with a city center. Traffic and poor quality
signage dominate the public realm. There is little planting within the CBD.
(Midrand Development Framework 1996)
Based on the results of the analysis and views of the community, the
following are therefore a list of constraints and opportunities for the study
area.
CONSTRAINTS:
1. Midrand strip
-Midrand strip detaches the city into two different parts.
2. Axial development
-Opportunities of the strip development and freeway not suffi:::iently
exploited.
3. Integrated approach
-Lack of integrated development that recoontses Midrand's regional
position.
4. Interconnections
-Hierarchy and clarity of road network
8~
5. Transportation
~Provision of public transportation systems not pror: ..~rly exploited.
6. Preservation and introduction of nature
-Less trees and natural elements in the area, and open spaces not
accessible.
7. Less friendly to pedestrian Users at places
OPPORTUNITIES:
1. Strategic location
-Strategically located in PVW region halN-.ay between Pretoria and
Johannesburg.
2. Connectivity
-Has good regionai ~CGA'" '~;lity (roads, rail, Air)
3. Availability of land
-Area is not yet used intensively
-Large portions of land available for future development
4. Quality of environment
-High quality of environment suitable for clean industries and residential
uses.
5. Attracts activities
-Midrand's position does not only attract uses and activities that ~pill from
Metropolitan areas but also new international and local illvestors.
6. Open space potential
-Vast underdeveloped part of Midrand and the presence of fine o.d trees
alonq Old Pretoria Road present an opportunity for integ ating nature in
the environment.
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8.6.0 Re"I:.1 t.~ vision for Midrand
In MIJF1996 the results of a public participation program campaign that
was launched to include the views of Midranders in the development
framework is shown. The program was based on direct interactions with
the general public, and included the views of different groups of the
community .
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The outcome of the vision components of the campaign was as follows:
-wholesome and fulfilling way of life
-environmentally friendly atmosphere
-residents should be happy to be born, live and to die in the area
-balance must be achieved in opportunity and population for both work
and play
-not town planning but community planning
-preserve natural watercourses/ wetlands as open areas
-green areas to form a green network for recreation
MDF bases this result to develop a vision for Midrand and describes it as:
Midrand should be a peaceful and socially integrated community with?
high level of employment and a fair tax base to ensure an equitable
distribution of infrastructure, services and amenities, e.g. health, social,
education and retail. The city itself will have good internal and external
linkages, using buth public and private transport and a mixed land use
pattern to maximize the use of scarce resources and contribute to equity
and integration. Decision making will be based on community
consultation, equal importance being given to man and the environment
and will take into account regional, and national development initiatives.
(MDF1996)
It will be useful to integrate the above into the larger picture that shows
Midrand in its unique context. Referring to its historical development the
future directions of Midrand can be analyzed.
The following pages will therefore compare the different possible
scenarios for the future development direction of Midrand.
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SCENARIO A
MIDRAND AS A NUCLEAR CITY
The origin of Midrand is traced back to the
emergence of a center at Halfway House
on the Old Pretoria Road. The growth of
Midrand may take the shape that
references such a center. Its proximity to ao
important route (N1/0Id Pretoria) will be a
great advantage bringi'1g Midrand closer to
the two metropolitan cities of Johannesburg
and Pretoria. However, the city will grow in
a nuclear fashion engulfing and creating
opportunities to Midrand area and nearby
settlements like Tembisa and Ivory Park.
M1l0Ul PRETORIA
AXIS
ANNESaUR3
SCENARIO B
MIDRAND AS TWO SPARATE 'CITIES'
Midrand exists on two different levels. The
activity strip, stretching along N1/01d
Pretoria Road, belongs more to the larger
region than to local Midrand. Its
development is dependent on, and is part
of the growth of the PWV region. Tile Local
city of Midrand on the other hand may exist
separate from this phenomenon. This part
would continue to develop as an
independent city meeting the local urban
social and economic needs of its
inhabitants and nearby settlements.
TOP
M1/oLO FRETORIA
IOOS
GENTER
INDEPENDENT OF
.AcTMlY SPINE
M1/0l0 PRETORIA
AXIS
HANNESBURG
SCENARIO C
MIDRANO AS A LINEAR crrv
In the early days, the importance of Midrand
was limited mainly as a stop point for
recreation between Pretoria and
Johannesburg. Its significance as a place
started to grow with the increased perfection
and availability of infrastructure and faster
means of cornmunications. The future of
Midrand will therefore be dependent on
such an infrastructure, of whom the
Johannesburg- Pretoria freeway and Old
Pretoria Road play the major role. As a
result, Midrand's growth will continue to take
place linearly, following the axis defined by
these routes connecting Major Metropolitan
cities.
SOENARIO 0
MIDRAND AS A NETWORK crrv
At present Mldrand exists as fragmented
elements of different urban settlements and
components (l1igh and low densities
residential neighborhoods, townships, an
activity corridor, and farming areas). Its
future development is likely to continue to
reinforce this pattern. However a stronger
relations and interconnections amongst
towns and activities will develop creating
opportunities to each other. With such
development trends Midrand will be able to
bring out unique place qualities of each
town.
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It i~ possible to tl1ink of Midrand in the
near future grow in the direction of one
or more of the scenarios outlined. Even
after an exhaustive analysis it is still not
realistic however to forecast a complex
process like urban growth.
Given the present urban development
trends however, it is possible to see the
structural growth of Midrand take a
shape that is more influenced by forces
that combine scenarios Band D. It is
reasonable to anticipate that the
strategic location Midrand holds will
continue to elevate it into an important
regional center. With the significance it
possesses the city will continue to be an
important address for the growing hi-
tech industries, offices, residence and
entertainment. It will become both a
destiny and a transit city. As a result it is
envisioned that neighbOring centers will
also flourish and even new ones will start
to iJ3 born around Midrand. In the future
therefore, Midrand will find itself in an
integrated network of cities playing its
own unique Significant role .
From what has been analyzed in context and in
general, and from the outcomes of the views of the
~ E.IiIIlIllilli_. community of Midrand, it should now be possible to
derive urban design principles that will inform a
development framework for the study area.
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8.7.0 URBAN DESIGN FRAMEWORK
8.7.1 Urban design principles
The principles should help to seek balance in
meeting urban requirements. They should promote
social and economic opportunities, place making,
movements, information exchanges and
technological developments.
The philosophical understandil:; which has been
discussed in the first parts of the discourse,
emphasizes human interaction and exchange tc be
the basis for urban existence. The principles should
thus treasure these, and help to create
environments that will provide adequate choices of
communication.
Based on the above thinking a number of
development principles, for the study area, have
been derived. These are: (The sequence on list is
not in hierarchy of importance)
1 Establish efficient movement systems
2 Facilitate place makinn
3 Create vibrant nodes along the spine
4 Make connections to other neighborhoods
5 Provide efficient public transportation network
6 Reinforce nature within the built environment
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8.7.2 Applying the principles
1. ESTABLISH EFFICIENT MOVEMENT
SYSTEMS
The discourse has emphasized the
importance of mobility assoclatlnq it to
technological developments. MDF,
(1996) on the other hand also reminds
us that cities are movement economies,
and that increased movement means
increased development potential,
increased economic potential, and
increased opportunity for social
interaction, and community integration.
To enable this, Midrand requires more
efficient movement routes and
connections. The N1 and Old Pretoria
Road (in the study area) together with
Moddernfontein/Alan Road, the K71, and
the 8511, ensure good North-South
connections. However there are few
East-West links, and this coupled with
the Midrc:.nd Activity Strip (the study
area) physically dividing the city into two
halves, makes the East West
connections of the city very weak.
In order to address this issue, the
applicability 'Jf two alternative
connections, the grid and hierarchy of
movement systems. are compared.
For urban environments to promote
interaction and exchange socially,
economically and culturally, it is
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important that they provide choice and a
wide range of possibilities. The grid is
known to give better choice of
movement for people about the city. It is
described to be a more "democratic'
urban form. Pedestrians and motorized
traffic can easily disperse, The grid is
advantageous in that it provides more
alternatives, On the other hand, the grid
is less favorable to the hierarchy system
if imposed on wrong places.
The hierarchy of movement systems
allows a more controlled and directive
movement structure. It is useful to
encourage certain routes and limit other
movements. With this structure it is
possible to achieve clarity n the ordering
of urban elements and movements. It is
also possible to manage tllrough traffic
without interfering with other day to day
local traffics and pedestrians.
Midrand's layout can benefit from the
good of both systems. An integrated
system of movements, that combines
the grid and the hierarchy, is utilized to
respond to the peculiar nature of
Midrand's growth. The grid system of
connections is necessary at local
collectors' level. These provide users
with a safer environment, improved
access, and public transport routes. As
connections go to the higher levels (e g.
arterial routes) the grid structure gets
less fine, while still maintaining the
r-errneabillty of the urban structure Free
ways will make the top of the hierarchy,
_ THROUbH il(.£l.FPlv
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being accessed only at limited points
from main arterial roads.
The drawing shows a layout of a
movement system for Midrand Strip
based on the above. The Ben Schoeman
highway and other proposed routes
(K27) will be approached mainly from the
entrance points of the city. The K101 Old
Pretoria Road will form the main arterial
connection on the Nonh-Souih direction.
It is suggested that, the above North-
South movement is to be supported, on
the west, by evoll,;olg Lever Street into a
similar capacity route. The two are then
reinforced with a number of East-West
connections (Allandale, Le Rooux,
Church/Dale, George, and
Olifantsfontein). The other smaller routes
will form part of the grid movement
systems that will feed the above streets
at different levels.
N$-
MOVEMENTS
r.:=':::.2::J Freeways
c:::::::::::J MaJor roads
c::J m Possible main road connecnos
tc:::;:;;;:;:i1 Collector roads
Proposed collector roads
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2. FAC1LlTATEPLACE MAKING
"Cities were invented to facilitate
exchange of information, friendship,
material goods, culture, knowledge,
insight, skills and also exchar:ge of
emotional, psychological and spiritual
support. For a truly sustainable
environment, we need to maximize this
exchange, whilst minimizing the [ravel
necessary to do it." (Engwicht, in MDF
1996)
As shown in MDF (1996), the people of
Midrand perceive the necessity of
integrating and mixing of land uses as
a requirement and a priority. Promoting
mixed land use, as opposed to the
zoned and separated land uses
observed in Midrand, is clearly
advantageous to the people of
Midrand in solving the number of
problems identified by the
communities. (crime, reduced access,
lack of city integration, no 24 hour use
of areas, etc)
There is no better place than the public
realm to bring out such qualities of the
city, It will therefore be important to
consider the making of the Street ir.to a
place where all users needs are
balanced.
It is hence thought useful to promote
the evolvement of a place that has r
outlined qualities, in the study area.
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The site:
A area with an already evolving activity,
which can possibly be turned into
people's street, is identified on Old
Pretoria Road. The existing cnaracte of
the street is showr: in context and in
detail. At present, this street lacks a
continuous character. It contains some
shopping activity areas that are
developing on the sides in certain
parts. Other parts of it look quite
underutilized plain and underutilized. It
is not pedestrian friendly, and boasts of
few trees and greens.
Quality to be promoted:
The street can be revitalized into a
vibrant 24hour people's place by
mixing .md integrating different
actlvlb ss, With land now made
available in this part of the strip, (by
concentrating around the gateways
those activities that have less to do
with Midrand's cornrnunly) it is now
possible to introduce mix of activities
that comprise of:
-Resloent'al
-Retail lir eludes hawkers)
-Offices
-Entertainment
-Green spaces
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Character:
Tile c;treet is to be treated as an
ordering element around which
different urban elements are organized.
It would evolve its own character with
commercial concentrations taking
shape on the sides and even above it
at determined locations. The locations
repeat themselves creating necks of
green streets lin€·d with shady trees.
High·densiiy residential occupations
and offices would develop
incrementally on the sides of street,
and on the upper floors of the street
level.
Traffic:
Traffic is managed in such a way as to
prioritize the pedestrians whiie still
maintaining the drive through and local
movements of motorized traffic. It is
important to allow these to exist
together in a complementary wa.v and
without disadvantaging the ethel Multi
level movement systems and brid£.;lng
at places need to be encouraged
where necessary. Parking spaces are
to be provided on sides ct street.
behind or under structures, The
movements would include public and
private transpo':s, and pedestnans.
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These centers will serve:
-to integrate the fragmented
developments that are taking place in
Midrand by acting as core ordering
elements of the city. The centers will
become visual, structural and
functional landmarks of tile area.
-to organize different activities and land
uses around fixed centers, in which
different utilitarian options are available
(retall, entertainment, transportation
nodes, service facilitie~, etc).
-to concennate certai, activities of the
city (such as hi-tech industriai and
entertainment), whose services are not
limited to Midrand, closer to the
gateways. This will free other strategiC
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locatiolls of the city from private
occupations and makes them available
for other benefits of the city.
-to articulate the main entrances and
exits of the city In a more significant
way. Such celebrated gateways will
cornmunicate an important image of
Midrand, which, in the near future, is
likely to be associated with the hi-tech
developments increasingly occurring in
the area.
-to provide a number of social and
economic opportunities to Midrand
residents. With the growing importance
of such activity nodes at a regional
level, Midrand's exposure to the
outside will increase, to the benefit of
local Midrand people and residents of
nearby settlements.
The centers will provide:
Various options to pedestrians as well
as motor users by containing different
facilities and activities as:
-commercial and industrial
-offices
-entertainment and recreational
-different transport facilities, to
locations within and outside Midrand
(includes transit from different modes
of transportation).
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Their locations:
The locations of these activity nodes
would be decided based on what is
already there and what might also
happen in the future. The choice of sits
for such developments must consider
utilizing the existing expensive
infrastructure and natural environment
in a resource efficient way. Newly
occurring activity locations (e g. Star
Shop). important crossroads and off-
ramp areas, and The Grand Central
Airport are therefore considered in this
proposal.
Their design:
The design of these centers is to
consider multi-level planes where the
different horizontal levels are pbyslcally
and visually connected to each other.
They would be easily accessible to and
from other levels and every part of the
city. Each level would represent a
certain activity (to be fixed in close
reference to the context of the specific
center). In general. the relationships of
different groups of levels would look as
shown.
Land lease:
Land in these locations would be
leased in such a way as to promote
such integrated developments. Sites
on opposite sides, and/or corners of
103
roads would be leased out as one, and
their coherentencourage
developments without interrupting
through movements and other
requirements of the city .
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4. MAKE CONNECTIONS TO OTHER
NEIGHBORHOODS
" If Midrand is to become the model of a
new South African city where econcmical
and racial separation is removed, then the
spatial connections to facilitate the
integration of formerly separate
communities must be made." (MDF i996)
It has been indicated that Midrand is
composed of disparate parts. Each part
reflects its neighborhood or community
identity with few coherence to the whole.
Hence in order to bring an integrated
development, stronger connections
between these must be thought.
MDF (1996)indicates the need that exists
to link the majority of population, residing
in Ivory park, with placed of social and
economic opportunity that is available in
Midrand Town Center, Olifantsfontein, and
Kempton Park. As here identified, it is a
key intervention to make these
connections.
Most of these areas exist outside the study
area. However in providing a framework
for the strip, it is found necessary to
consider tne entire Midrand area's
development potential, economic, and
opportunity for social interaction and
community integration, and their
influences on the study area.
Paralle! to the development of activity
centers, it is therefore thought crucial to
look at the connections of these
communities to each other and to Midrand
strip. The pattern can form a web of
connections linking centers of
neighborhoods and activity nodes. These
should dissolve as one in the linearly
organized development of activity nodes,
adding to the unique structural quality of
Midrand.
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.....",.. Five minutes walking (400m) is what is
defined as a reasonable distance, thus
public transport routes must be
accessible within this range.
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5. ?ROVIDE EFFICiENT PUBLIC
TRANSPORTATION NETWORK
Micirand IS known to SUIt best the
private, motorized movements. It is
less fnelldly and access ;tJle to users
who do riot own private transportation.
On the other hand, it is also shown that
80% of Midrand's population (includes
adjacent communities) IS denied of
private transportation.
It is important to consider the prlorues
of this section of urban users. The
provlslon of an efficient public
transportation system would ,: ,LlS be
necessary to make Midrand more
accessible to the majority of the
communities. This means that Midrand
should have interconnections within the
city, and also be connected to other
cities and towns with public
vansportaflort network.
A lesson from Curitiba, pc,; dl is
employed to bring cut the good of an
integrated network. Curi~iba has no
light rail system, and car ownership is
among the highest at 300 cars per
1000 population (av. Of 100 cars per
1000 population in South Africa
according to Uroan Age, Autumn
1998), and yet 70% of its urban
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transport trips are undertaken by public
transport, 20% by private cars, and
10% by either bicycle or walking. Thi .
high public transport modal share has
been achieved over a period of some
20 years, by the development of an
efficient, attractive and affordable
network of bus services (Strybis 1994).
The bus system utilizes an integrated
network that includes express. inter-
district and feeder bus services. In
addition, there is a conventional bus
service which links the districts directly
to the city center and a small city
center service, neither of which form
part of the integrated system,
Such a model can be interpreted into
Midrand's context. and be utilized to
address the public transportation
demand highlighted.
The framework therefore proposes an
integrated network of public
transportation movement system that
links Midrand strip to local destinations
and to the region. The system will
include light rail and bus routes to work
in integration. Thus the diagrams show
the connection of points achieved by
this system at the two different levels.
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6. REINFORCE NATURE WITHIN THE
BU ILT ENVIRON MENT
The diversity and dficiency of its
elements enrich the quality of urban
environments. Urban green open
spaces are among the major
contributors to this. Their use extends
from utilitarian (such as recreational,
social activities, traffic islands, etc) to
psychological (such as visual relief
from congested urban structures and
activities). Therefore it is crucial that
these spaces are kept as accessible as
possible to people
Urban green is not only expres sed in
parks. Streets, paths and outdoor
activity areas can contribute to the
richness of nature in the urban
environment.
Low density and availability of vast
open spaces in Midrand is an
opportunity for readily promoting
nature in the environment. The fine old
trees that are identified along Old
Pretoria Road are potentially
confrlbufinq if preserved and
incorporated into the general structure.
In promoting the outlined principle the
framework presents the treatment of
Old Pretoria Road as an urban green
corridor.
Lined with large trees, this road as an
element would serve to richly organize
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other recreational green spaces and
different urban activities in a
reasonable continuity. This
arrangement is also believed to add to
the richness of ones ability to orientate
oneself in the city.
The following three different levels of
street sections can be obtained:
reeways (e g Ben Schoeman Highway)
As there are no sidewalks, the sides
are tv be treated with lawn finishes, no
obstructive trees
ain road- (e g Old Pretoria Road)
Preserve old trees.
Create double rows of trees where
appropriate to provide comfortable
pedestrian green corridor.
Local collectors (e g Richards)
To be lined with large trees to provide
shades for both pedestrians and cars.
"':'!'''' ~ l ). 1
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8.7.3 Implementation
L Broad policy
MDF (1996) indicates:
" The so called "global nomads" of the business sector are looking for
pleasant, safe and sustainable environments from which to conduct their
business, and in which to house and educate their families. If these
people are to be attracted to Midrand, bringing with them increased value
and job-creation potential, then Midrand's Policy needs to change to
influence development to create a more equitable, safer, more Vibrant,
and more sustainable city."
In establishing a broad policy in the context of the exe-clse therefore, the
concept in Crane's explanation of the Dynamic City is emphasized. Here,
Crane advocates for the n ••• principles of capital designing and town
building, (in contradistinction to Capital 'budgeting' and town
'planning) ... By capital designing, local government is asked to design
and build its own facilities in an ordered time-space sequence as a basic
control and as some restriction to the Thousand Designers while it creates
continuing growth and change. Town building arises from the need for a
better method for deciding about the future form." (Crane1960)
At present there is enormous enthusiasm, and high levels of development
finance are being attracted to Midrand (MDF 1996/. This energy, bringing
fast growth and change can be turned advantageous to the population of
Midrand if adhered to the above town building principle.
n. Strategy
An efficient policy should include a strategy for the active participation of
different sectors of the urban environment: the local council. the
community, and the private sector.
Bacon (1974) has related the city to a tree. The city blocks are the leaves.
and the movement infrastructure is the trunk and branches system of the
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tree. For the tree to exist and last, the trunk and branches system has to
be in a sound order while the leaves could come and go. This lends a
concept tor how and where different sectors will involve.
The local council:
The local council is responsible for the management and integrity of the
entire structural system of the city. The council will do so by providing and
managing the major infrastructure. This will include the provision and
upgrading of roads, public spaces, recreation and other social facilities.
The co.nmunity:
The community on the other hand is the life of the 'tree'. Thus the
community could form a partnership, which could initiate and co-ordinate
development in terms of the overall vision. The team will also be
responsible for the development ot projects and preparing packages that
will enable smaller developers to participate In the process. Workshops
will also be organised to confirm the involvement of the community at
large.
The private sector:
Just like the leaves of the 'tree' do, a good proportion of the urban
environment is occupied by the private sector. The private sector will thus
play an important role in the continuc.l development of the city. In the
process of development therefore, developers ant! agencies should be
brought to the stage where their participation is required.
ill. Schedule
The acceptance of a vision will determine the schedule. C'lce a common
vision has been confirmed, it will provide a basis for willingness to
participate, and for the availability of funding from internal and external
sources.
This set in place, It will then be possible to proceed with the formulation of
an agreeable set of guidelines and ordinances for the development. The
rr». nurtlties' involvement and support should be confirmed with a
corm, public participation process at this stape.
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9.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
It probably all started with that famous question: the question, posed by
one of the great theorists of the century, that inspired the subject of this
dissertation: the question, (2S referred to in chapter t) "...Whether man
shall devote himself to the development of his own deepest humanity, or
whether he shall surrender himself to the now almost automatic forces he
himself has set in motion and yield place to dehumanized alter ego."
(Mumford1961 )
One's daepest conscious would know that, given the present trends, it
would be an impossible task for one to give an objective answer to such a
question. But at the same time it would be tempting to investigate the
influences and the effect of the above thinking on an important practice
like Urban Design.
It has been understood that this was not one of the most convenient
subjects to explore in the capacity of such an exercise. It was however,
also believed that with the risk of being unable to achieve and deliver the
best results; it was thought USEifUl to begin to investigate the relationship
of human technological developments and the urban environment in the
discourse of urban design.
It was with this intention that the dissertation started. It aimed at exploring
different ways of reconciling new technoloqlcal pressures in the city. Two
extreme views have thus been looked at. On the one hand the view that
the urban environment shall be dictated by technology, and new
discoveries will determine its fate has been looked at. And on the other
hand a more traditionalistic view has been shown, which poses an
argument that man is in control of his destiny and the future is what man
makes it.
The discussion intended to maintain unbiased approach to any of these
philosophical understandings. Instead it attempted to let the results of
investigation indicate an appropriate position. In doing so the relevant
topics that lead to a general understanding of what the urban environment
should be like and how urban design should interfere has been looked at.
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The subjects covered the urban environment, technoloqy, change, and
urban design as both a practice and process.
From the discussions it has resulted that, balance in adopting
technological changes, and preserving traditional city building is what lias
to be favored. As Crane (1968) suggested the environment that favors d
ccmbination of 'unusual and conventional' is believed to make an
important contribution to human communities. Therefore the discussion
concluded by emphasizing the need to create a balance in the
environment by embracing the technologically transforming society, while
at the same time preserving some cf the traditional values that contribute
to the ideal human urban environment making.
The case study, in part two has explored the relevance and usefulness of
this understanding. It has attempted to reflect and utilize the philosophy
and principles contained in the first part in providing an urban design
framework for Midrand Strip.
Due to a number of constraints, the exercise mignt not have included
every analysis, alternatives, and possibilities. it is however hoped that the
study considered most of the relevant and possible issues to the
satisfaction of the scope of this exercise.
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